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Foreword

Recent progress in the confinement of hct plasmas in tokamak experiments

throughout the world has intensified interest and research in the physics

of deuterium-tritium burning plasmas, especially in the wide range of un-

resolved theoretical as well as experimental questions associated with the

role of alpha particles in tokamak devices.

Since several years, theoretical research concerning those problems has

been carried out at the Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory and

Plasma Physics, Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg. This effort

has developed into a NET contract initiated by Prof. F. Engelmann ar.d

Prof. H. Wilhelmsson. The aim of this contract has been to give an over-

view of the present knowledge on alpha particle effects in a thermonuclear

tokamak plasma.

As part of our work a symposium on "The Role of Alpha Particles ir; Mag-

netically Confined Fusion Plasmas" was organized by our institute ar.d heV

at Aspenäsgården near Göteborg, June 24-27, 1986. The full texts of the

papers have been published in a special issue of Physica Scripta (Vcl. T16,

1987; editors: M. Lisak and H. Wilhelmsson).

The present report completes the contract work by giving an overview of

several important aspects of the alpha particle physics and diagnostics in

a fusion tokamak plasma.

The authors of this report express their sincere gratitude to Prof.

H. Wilhelmsson whose continuing encouragement and advice have beeii in/aiu-

able. It is also a pleasure to acknowledge a fruitful and most enjoyable

collaboration with Dr. K. Borrass and Prof. F. Engelmann at the N£T Team.

Finally, we would like to give our warmest thanks to Mrs. B. La*.sson for

her patience and her excellent work in typing the manuscript.



_1_« Introduction

The potential for reaching ignition in the tokamak configuration has become

obvious over the last years particularly on the strength of plasma confine-

ment results from present-day experiments. One of the main objectives of

devices such as JET and TFTR is the study of alpha particle production,

confinement and consequent alpha particle heating of D-T plasmas.

Since the energetic alpha particle population in an ignited D-T plasma of

present and next-generation tokamaks will contribute a considerable part of

the total plasma pressure (typically 10-20%), the alpha particles can be

expected to have substantial impact on achieving and maintaining high

temperatures. The presence of the alpha particles as a heating source may

change the plasma density and temperature profiles, thus modifying the beta

limits and energy confinement times of tokamak reactors. Furthermore, the

alpha particle population by itself can have a considerable influence on

plasma stability and possibly change plasma transport as well as the

therraalization and transport properties of high-energy alpha particles.

From a practical point of view, both the confinement capability and the

fusion power density of a device may be affected by the presence of alpha

particles. As a consequence the choice of the parameters of a fusion re-

actor, the heating power to be provided to reach ignition, and the dis-

charge control facilities foreseen, have to take consistent account of

alpha particle effects.

Most of these problems are directly related to a wide range of plasma

issues arising in connection with alpha particles. The presence of the

toroidal field ripple in a tokamak may be responsible for enhanced losses

of high-energy alpha particles. Apart from damaging the surrounding

material walls, thereby producing impurities, such losses could signifi-

cantly influence the overall plasma power balance. The relatively large

orbits of the fast alphas and the prompt losses may lead to substantial

radial electric fields and plasma rotation. The energetic alpha particle

population may cause micro-instabilities which could lead to anomalous

slowing-down transport, or loss of fast alphas- The fast alpha population



could also affect the macro-instability of the plasma inducing "fishbone"-

like instabilities which would then give rise to loss of the energetic

alpha particles.

While a good understanding and quantification of possible effects caused by

fusion alpha particles requires experimentation with D-T plasmas containing

a significant alpha particle population, some aspects of alpha particle

physics might be investigated by simulation experiments using an equivalent

population of highly energetic ions in the plasma. Detailed measurements

of the alpha particle effects in tokamaks require well-developed alpha

particle diagnostics.

Although the physics of alpha particles in tokamaks has been studied theor-

etically for two decades now and a considerable amount of information has

been accumulated, there are still uncertainties and partial lack of quanti-

tative theoretical results in this area. Therefore, improvement of the

theoretical understanding and development of guidelines for further re-

search in 'che field are necessary during the next years in order to provide

the information needed for next-generation tokamaks. The aim of this re-

port is to give an overview of the present knowledge on the physics and

diagnostics of fusion generated alpha particles in a thermonuclear tokamak

plasma as well as on the impact of the presence of alpha particles on

plasma characteristics relevant for a tokamak reactor.



II. Single alpha particle effects

1_* Generation of alpha particles

In a deuterium-tritium plasma, alpha particles are produced primarily

through the fusion reaction:

D + T -»• He(3.5 MeV) + n(l4 MeV) (1)

The reaction rate, av, depends strongly on the temperature, T, of the

plasma, see Fig. 1.

T(O,N)He*
He3(O,PJHe4

- T + T
* T+He3

• 00 TOT
• 0(0,PJT

o 0(0,N)He3

TEMP. (keV)
10

Fig. 1 Reaction rates for relevant fusion reactions as a function
of temperature, [ l j .

For temperatures T < 10 keV the scaling of the reaction rate with tempera-

ture can be approximated as

ffv ~ T (2)

Typical absolute values of av are:

ÖV - 10~ cm /s for T » 10 keV

_l 5 3
max av = 10 cm /s for T = 40-100 keV (3)



Neglecting particle losses the alpha particle denity, n , increases accord-

ing to

dn

IT = V T
 av (4)

where n and n denote the density of deuterium and tritium respectively,

since n_.(t) = n_(0)-n • n_(t) = n(O)-n and we can assume n^(0) = nm(0) =D D a T a D T

n /2, where n denotes the electron density, the time evolution of n

becomes

n t/t

i

where the characteristic alpha particle production time, t , is given by

n -1
tf - (-f ̂ ) (6)

14 -3
For a 10 keV plasma with n =2*10 cm the production time is

tf = 100 s (7)

It should be emphasized that the averaging of av has been done assuming

Maxwellian velocity distributions for the reacting particles. For non-

thermal distributions caused, e.g. by neutral beam injection and/or RF

heating, significantly higher values of av can be obtained, cf Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. DT reaction rate for Maxwellian plasma (- - •) and plasma
with enhanced tail due to ICRH - NBI, [2|.

The velocity distribution function, f , of the fusion generated alpha

particles is isotropic and strongly peaked at the energy E =3.5 MeV:
a

a . 3/2 2K4n v Av
a

v-v
r C
^ Av

(8)

where Av = v^llZ^. The characteristic energy spread, AE, is due to the

centre-of-mass motion of the reacting D and T nuclei and is typically of

the order of 500 keV (for T = 20 keV). Furthermore, S = n n öv is the
o DT

alpha particle production rate and the characteristic birth velocity, v .
2 a

of the alpha particles is defined by 1/2 m v = E , i.e.
<x <x a

v - 1.3*10 cm/s (9)

For most practical purposes, the small energy spread of f can be neglected

in which ca3e f simplifies to

4TCV
2 6 ( v~V (10)



The total heating power due to fusion generated alpha particles, P , is
a

2 2
2n a R . „

Pa - nD(0)nT/(0) av(T(O)) —- j ly/ (11)

where parabolic profiles of densities and temperatures have been assumed.
14 -3

For the NET relevant parameters 1^(0) « nT(0) = 2«10 jm , T(0) = 10 keV,

minor radius a = 160 cm, major radius R * 650 cm, eq. (11) implies
o

P = 100 MW (12)
A

For comparison it is noted that the bremsstrahlung losses, P , are given by
-in 9 1

P, = 0.5*10 JU n A(keV) W/cm , which implies P. = 40 MW.
b e b

2. Alpha particle distribution function

The time evolution of the alpha particle distribution function, f , is

determined by the Fokker-Planck equation

of S
T-r = Cf + —%r 6(v-v ) (13)
5 t a 4TCV

2 a

a

where C denotes the collision operator which can be split into three parts

corresponding to friction, energy diffusion and pitch angle scattering. In

the absence of physical mechanisms causing anisotropy the pitch angle

scattering operator vanishes and since energy diffusion is weak at high

energies, eq. (13) can be simplified to

of . . , , S

v t
s a

The slowing down operator has been approximated assuming that v « v « v

where v and v denote the thermal velocities of the background ions
ti te 9

and electrons respectively. Note that for a 10 keV plasma v = 6*10 cm/s
8

and v = 10 cm/s.



Eq. (14) contains the characterist ic parameters ~t which is the Spitzer

slowing down time and v which is the alpha particle velocity at which

electrons and ions contribute equally to the friction force. These are

given by

i m3 a
16/2n /m

e

m

a

T 3 / 2
e

4
e n inA

1/3
= 0.

101 2

08 v

T3/2
e

n

e

(keV)

>

(16)

where [zj = E Z.n /(A n ) and A and Z denote the mass and charge numbers

of the background plasma ions. For a 10 keV D-T plasma with n =

- 2«1014 cm"3, eqs (15) and (16) yield

t - 200 ms
s

v = 5«108 cm/s (17)

c

The steady-state solution of eq. (14) is

S t

f ^r~r H(v -v) (18)a V a

where H(v) denotes the Heaviside step function.

The distribution function as given by eq. (13) represents the high energy

part of the alpha particle distribution. To this solution should be added

a low energy thermal Maxwellian representing the accumulating alpha

particle ashes.

An example of the time evolution of the alpha particle distribution func-

tion towards the steady state slowing down distribution including the build

up of the thermal component is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the alpha particle distribution during
slowing down, [3]

Since v << v the alpha particles slow down primarily on the background

electrons. The collisionally transferred power from the alpha particles to

the background ions is:

ion
\ m v2S F.
2 a a a ion

(19)

where, F , the fractional transfer to the background ions is given by

ion " 2
e

2 rl -1 ,2e-l^ 1 ,
— L73 t a n I-/3-J " 6" A" 2 "•" 73 6

1-e+e

1+e) . 1 n,
73 V (20)

and e = v /v , cf also Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Fractional power transfer to electrons and ions, [l j.
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3^ Guiding center motion and orbit topology

The Lartnor radius, p , of a 3.5 MeV alpha particle is
L

270

where B is the toroidal magnetic field. A typical value for B is B =

60 kG, which implies p = 5 cm. Since B varies with major radius, R,
Li

according to B ~ 1/R, where R = 600 cm, the relative change in the magnetic

field across a Larmor orbit is small. Furthermore, the alpha particles are

highly collisionless since their slowing down time (t = 200 ms) is much

longer than the bounce time, t , of the trapped particles which is given
b

by

tb . Sf . : u. (22)
a

where q denotes the safety factor.

Thus, the adiabatic invariant, u, the particle energy, E, and (for an axi-

symmetric system) the toroidal component of the canonical angular momentum,

P., can be regarded as constants of motion which together determine the

orbit of the guiding center on the bounce time scale.

The,corresponding system of equations is:

2
m v,
a 1

\x = OD = constant

1 2 2
E a T « ^ I ^ I I )

 = constant

P. • - Z ei> + m Rv.. = constant (23)
<p a a II
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In eq. (23) <]> denotes the poloidal flux function which for circular con-

centric flux surfaces can be written as:

* = - R A (24)
o <p

Assuming a current profile, J(r), of the form

J(r) = J [l- (f) J (25)

the toroidal component of the vector potential, A , is determined by,

<t>

1
j=0 (nj+2)

2

where F(r) denotes the normalized poloidal flux function.

An alternative and more convenient way of characterizing the guiding center

orbits is to use the variables: total velocity, v, together with the pitch

angle, x a cos (v../v), and the major radius, R , at the particle's

crossing in the equatorial plane of the plasma cross-section.

Using the fact that

v, = ±v[l-(R/RB)sin
2
XJ

1/2 (27)

the guiding center orbit rar(9) where 9 is the poloidal angle is

determined from

B 9 1 / 2

F(r/a) + P - [l-(R /R)sin xj 3 constant (28)
3 Ö
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where + refers to cogoing (-) and countergoing (+) particles respectively,

R=R +r cos9, and P is defined by (MKSA units)

2TCIH av
a

eZ uIR
er o

(29)

Characteristic examples of orbits for different values of pitch angle and

equatorial radius are shown in Fig. 5.

0 / '

0.5 r/°
Fig. 5. Guiding center orbits for different pitch angles, [lj.
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Fig. 6. Guiding center orbits for different equatorial radii,

[j
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Of particular importance is the fact that some of the drift orbits depart

significantly from the magnetic surfaces as a consequence of incomplete

compensation of 7B and curvature drifts- The projected drift orbits of

passing particles are essentially circles but shifted relative to the

magnetic surfaces. This shift, 5 , is given by
P

6
P
 = qPL 7- * qPI (30)

and is comparatively small, e.g. q=2 and p 5 cm implies p = 1 0 cm.
P

However, most of the trapped particle make large excursions from the

magnetic surfaces. The excursion of the banana orbit, 5 , is

qPL Vll (31)

where e=r/R is the aspect ratio,

orbit becomes 5 = 43 cm.

For £=70/650 the width of the banana

As the particle energy decreases during slowing down the guiding center

orbits approach the magnetic surfaces, cf Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The shrinking of guiding center orbits towards the magnetic
surface during slowing down, stepsize 350 keV, [l .
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When the discrete character of the toroidal magnetic field coils is taken

into account, the magnetic field strength can be modelled as

B = B (l-EcosS - 5cosN*)
o (32)

where N is the number of field coils, 9 and * denote poloidal and toroidal

angles respectively, and 6 denotes the strength of the toroidal magnetic

field ripple.

A particle following a magnetic field line experiences a sequence of local

magnetic mirrors, cf Fig. 8.

3

\

PASSING „

g TRAPPED g t\l

l\ l\l

1 «_

Along fieldline

Fig. 8. Local magnetic mirrors due to magnetic field ripple,

[6j
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In order to form local magnetic ripple mirrors, the magnetic ripple roust be

sufficiently strong, viz.

6(r) > 5
RP _ (r/a)/|sin8l

ANq
(33)

where A = R /a denotes the inverse aspect ratio,
o

RPRP5 ( r ,0 ) determines a boundary line r=r(0) for theThe condition 5(r)

regioii of the plasma cross section which contains local magnetic mirrors,

cf Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Region of ripple well formation, [7j, K=NqA 5(a)-.

The non-asymmetric property of the magnetic field invalidates the third

invariant, P , of eq. (23) and more complicated drift orbits result. In

particular, particles trapped in local magnetic mirrors experience an un-

compensated vertical drift. The magnetic field ripple also implies the

possibility of transformation of orbits from ripple trapped to banana

orbits and vice versa, cf Fig. 10,11. This transformation can be brought

about either by the radial variation of ripple strength or collisional

pitch angle scattering.
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Fig. 10. Example of collisionless ripple trapping due to variation
in ripple strength over the cross section, [8j.

Fig. 11. Example of collisional ripple trapping and detrapping for
uniform ripple, [8j.

Toroidal magnetic field ripple may also lead to diffusion of banana orbits

when consequtive radial excursions, Ar, of the particle guiding center in

the vicinity of the banana tips become decorrelated, cf Fig. 12. The

necessary decorrelation can be due to either collisional pitch angle

scattering, toroidal precession or collisionless stochastic effects pro-

vided the ripple is sufficiently strong.
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Fig. 12. Drift of banana orbits due to stochastic diffusion, !"8 I.

For high energy alpha particles the most important decorrelation effect is

collisionless stochasticity. The condition on the field ripple strength

for stochastic diffusion of banana orbits is, [9 I

5(r) > 6
SB _

, , ,3/2 . .1/2
(r/a) I sin 8bl

.„ .3/2 1/2 _
(Nq) u 2pLq»

(34)

where 9. is the poloidal angle of the banana tip and prime denotes dif-
b

ferentiation with respect to r. For 3.5 MeV alpha particles condition (34)

is much more restrictive than the condition for ripple well formation, e...

(33), cf Figs. 13 and 14 which are representative of INTOR.

Z/a0 17. 02% 04%
0 2 % 06%

Fig. 13. Lines of constant field ripple and boundary line of ripple
well formation region, [ 10J.
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R -Rt)/a

Fig. 14. Boundary lines of stochastic diffusion region for various
maximum ripple strengths, [10j.

4. Confinement of high energy alpha particle

Losses of alpha particles before therraalization degrades the inherent

plasma power balance and increases the requirements on the plasma condition

e.g. on the auxiliary heating power, needed to reach ignition.

High energy alpha particles are lost from a Tokamak plasma if their guiding

center orbits intersect the walls of the vacuum vessel or the limiter.

These drift losses can be divided into three categories according to

particle orbit characteristics: (i) direct loss due to finite width of

banana orbits, (ii) loss due to particle trapping in toroidal magnetic

field ripple with subsequent uncompensated vertical drift and (iii) loss

due to enhanced banana diffusion in the magnetic field ripple.

4.1 Direct orbit losses due to finite banana width

Particle orbits intersecting the chamber walls define a loss region in

velocity space, concentrated to countergoing trapped particles, cf

Fig. 15.
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4 3 2 I 5 25 25 5 I 2 3 4

4 3 2 I 5 25 0 25 5 I 2 3 4
ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 15. Loss regions in velocity space due to finite banana width,
[llj. Different curves relate to different birth radii.

Ideal confinement of alpha particles is obtained if the vertex energy of

the loss region, cf Fig. 15 is less than 3.5 MeV, which can be shown to be

equivalent to

AI > i ^
S

(35)

where P is determined primarily by the current profile, F(r), and the

radius of birth of the particle, r , through
B

-1/2 3r_ 1/2

2 ; j

(36)

Evaluating condition (35) on the axis (r =0) gives a rule of thumb for good
B

alpha particle confinement, viz.

I/A > 6 MA (37)

This condition can also be obtained from the quantitative requirement that

the width of the banana orbit, taken as 6 = p q/2A, is less than a/2.
1 L*

An illustration of the beneficient effect on confinement of increasing

current is given in Fig. 16
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 16. Prompt loss fraction in TFTR as function of current. nR(r)
denotes birth profile, [lj.

Since typical values of A and I for NET are A = 6.5/1.6 and I = 10 MA, NET

can be expected to be a good container of alpha particles.

A quantitative estimate of the loss of alpha particles due to the finite

width of the banana orbits can be obtained by assuming all trapped

particles born within a distance a-5 from the wall to be lost, where 6

denotes the mean width of the banana orbit, [l2j. The loss fraction, F ,

then becomes

F? = 7771 / - n 2 ,2 1 °i

-v rdr / J n av rdr = -yr f—-
o / A a

(38)

2 — 2 2 Si -
where n av ~ (1-r /a ) has been assumed. Furthermore, since 7, = Kqp /A

where K is a numerical factor of order unity, the loss fraction can be

estimated as

(39)
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For flat profiles and values of A and I as above, F = 7%. However, for

pcirabolic density and temperature profiles F becomes negligible.

The flux of escaping alpha particles is uniformly distributed in toroidal

angle but has a poloidal distribution, which is peaked at 9 < 90 , cf
m

Fig. 17.

C-20 40-60 60-100 I20-W0 M5CH8O

POLOIDAL ANGLE, deq

Fig. 17. Wall loading due to direct loss of alpha particles,

[j

The particle loss flux, r(9), has been evaluated as follows, [l2j:

T(9) » 2.7. —)
MA

aB >2 V 4 -2 -1
'— (~T^) W(0) cm ̂ s (40)

where {3 is the mean plasma beta value, and W(0) is a function which

accounts for the 9 dependence of F(9). The maximum value of W(6) depends

on profiles, but typically max W(9) = 2-4, [l2j.

Assuming p = 3%, B = 58 kG, flat profiles, and other parameters as before,
13 2 -1

the maximum loss flux of alpha particles is max T(9) =10 cm s
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4.2 Loss due to particle trapping in toroidal magnetic field ripple

Alpha particles born in the local mirrors created by the toroidal magnetic

field ripple may drift to the wall and be lost. In addition to these

direct losses, alpha particles can be lost by becoming trapped into the

ripple wells through two processes: collisional and collisionless ripple

trapping. In the case of collisional ripple trapping, alpha particles can

become trapped in local magnetic mirrors near their banana tips due to

collisional pitch angle scattering as they traverse the ripple on barely

unripple-trapped orbits. In the case of collisionless ripple trapping an

alpha particle may, on the inner branch of its banana orbit, skim over the

ripple maxima but, on its return trajectory, the particle reaches a larger

minor radius where the ripple perturbation is stronger and it may be unable

to traverse the first local maximum it encounters.

An illustration of the effect of ripple on the prompt loss of alpha

particles is shown in Fig. 18 for parameters characteristic of INTOR, [10J.

It can be seen that small loss branches appear on both sides of the direct

ripple trapping loss region in the high velocity regime. These small loss

branches are associated with collisionless ripple trapping effects.
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V i / V O

I . 0 . - 0 . 8 - 0 . 6 - 0 . 4 - 0 . 2 0 - 0 0 . 2 0 - 4 O . S 0 . 9 1 . 0

1 . 0 - 0 . 9 - C 6 - 0 . 4 - 0 . 2 0 - 0 0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1 . 0

( c ) r / a = 0 . 7Vo : 3 . 5 MeV

1 . 0 - 0 . 3 - C . 6 - 0 . 4 - C 2 0 . 0 0 . 2 C . 4 0 . 6 0 . 9 I . 0

Fig. 18. Collisionless loss regions for alpha particles. Cases (a),
(b), and (c) refer to minor radii of starting points which
are r/a=0.9, r/a=0.8, and r/a=0.7 respectively, [ 10 |.

If the ripple mirrors exist uniformly over the plasma cross section, i.e.
RP

a(r,6) = 6£ /5 < 1, the fraction of high energy alpha particles escaping as
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a result of ripple trapping is F = /25. However, if the ripple is weak,

local mirrors only exist over part of the plasma cross section, cf Fig.

18. In this case only particles outside the shadov? zone, i.e. for x > x^,

are lost and F is considerably reduced.

Fig. 19. Example of region of ripple well formation (hatched area),

[14J.

An estimate of F can be given as, [l4

-
/25

(41)

where 6 is the average well depth in the region x > x. and S and
* a

S (x > x . ) are the corresponding number of alpha particles produced per
<x *

unit time over the entire plasma volume and in the region x > x^

respectively. For 6 - 1%, x^ > a/2, and homogeneous birth profile, the

loss fraction is only a few per cent. In addition, the number of alpha

particles which are produced in the region x > x^ is strongly affected by

the radial distributions of the plasma properties and would be significant-

ly less for peaked birth profiles. Thus for conditions typical of NET and

future Tokamak reactors, the ripple is small enough (5 < 1.5%) to prevent

the existence of locally trapped particles in the bulk of the plasma column

and, thus, to prevent large prompt ripple losses of alpha particles.



Although the number of ripple trapped high energy alpha particles leaving

the plasma is small enough not to degrade the plasma power balance, their

effect on the chamber walls can be important, if these ions bombard only a

small part of the chamber wall. The loss flux, T , can be estimated as

= aF S sin9
r r a

which for a=160 cm, n =n
D T

T

..14 -3
=10 cm

(42)

T=10 keV, and 6 = 10~ implies

13 -2
= 10 cm /s. The factor sin9 gives the flux component normal to the

surface of chamber wall. However, for weak ripple the shadow effect will

make the flux nonvanishingly small only for poloidal angles 0 such that

I © I > 9^ = arc cosCx^/a) and the loss flux is significantly reduced.

The loss flux will also be nonuniform in the toroidal angla, being concen-

trated to the region between the coils where the ripple is strongest. The

toroidal width of the bombarded region is maximal when a|sinG| « 1 and

minimal when a|sin9| < 1 where a = e/Nq5, cf Fig.2C.

e#.

Fig. 20. Distribution with respect to toroidal angle, <t>, of alpha
particle loss flux to the chamber wall, [1A J.

4.3 Particle loss due to stochastic diffusion of banana orbits

Radial diffusion of banana orbits due to collisionless stochasticity may

lead to losses of high energy alpha particles. In particular, trapped
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particles with banana tips in the ergodic region defined by 5 < 5 , cf eq.
- c

(34) and Fig. 13, are liable to be lost. The corresponding diffusion
n Q

coefficient, D , is given by, [15j

D R B - ^ (43)

where t is the bounce time, cf eq. (22), and A is the radial displacement
b

of the turning point in a single bounce which is given by, [9 I

Taking B =50 kG, 5=10~2, N=16, q = 2, e = 0.3 yields A = 10-20 cm. This
0 2

implies that the particle will be lost in a time t. = 10 t which is much

less than a slowing down time. Consequently, stochastic diffusion of

banana orbits constitutes a dangerous loss mechanism for trapped high

energy alpha particles.

The result of a numerical investigation [lOj of the loss time as function

of pitch variable £ = v /v is shown in Fig. 21. The ergodic region
II

corresponds to E, < Z, where t, denotes the critical pitch variable for
~ c c S B

which the turning point of the banana orbit lies on the boundary line 5=5

Although the boundary of the ergodic region is not so sharp as indicated by

the condition (34), cf [16J, the loss time rapidly increases from very

small values for £ < £ to values comparable to the slowing down time for

5 > V
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20-

8O=O.75%

Q, = 2.5

0.6 0.8 I 0

Fig. 21. Loss time against ii.itial pitch variable £ = v|(/v. Initial
position of test particle is set at r/a=0.6 in the midplane
and 6(a)=O.75%. Plasma parameters are uniform in space,
[1OJ.

The corresponding time evolution of the total alpha particle power and

particle losses is shown in Fig. 22. Significant loss fractions are

reached (10-20%) in times much less than a slowing down time at which col-

lisional effects can be expected to saturate the evolution by decreasing

the alpha particle energy and shrinking the ergodic loss region.

3

...

0.2

0.1

n

8o«

-

/

1.5

/

%

1 I 1 1 1 1

0.5 1.0 1/T,
I | 1

0 5x103 1x104 I/Tb

Fig. 22. Time evolution of alpha particle and power loss, [10J.

4.4 Pitch angle scattering losses of alpha particles during slowing

down

The presence of loss regions in velocity space, corresponding to alpha

particle orbits intersecting the wall, may have significant effect also on

the confinement properties of particles which are not born in the loss
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region. During slowing down the alpha part-'cles may pitch angle scatter

into the loss region and thus increase the total alpha particle loss. The

pitch angle scattering operator, Cyt is of the form

3 ax
 (1 x } ax (45)

Although pitch angle scattering is a weak process at high energies, sharp

velocity gradients develop at the loss boundary and may cause a significant

loss flow.

(i) pitch angle scattering losses into loss regions due to finite banana

width

In this case the loss region is qualitatively of the form shown in Fig. 23

Fig. 23. Qualitative model for velocity space loss region due to
finite banana width, [4j.

It should be emphasized that pitch angle scattering losses only occur for

alpha particle energies larger than the vertex energy, E . Furthermore,

scattering losses through the right hand side of the loss region can be

expected to be small since the loss region boundary is receding from the

particle slowing down trajectory in velocity space.

An estimate of the nonprompt loss can be given as, cf f17
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nonprompt particle loss < 0.1 (prompt loss) -/Z
eft

(46)

Thus, the relative pitch angle scattering contribution to the loss flux is

small and is mostly composed of alpha particles with MeV energies,

cf Fig. 24

10-2

PARTICLE
ENERGY

0

E (MeV)

Fig. 24. Cumulative nonprorapt particle and energy losses versus
alpha particle energy in TFTR, [17 J.

(ii) Pitch angle scattering losses into loss regions due to ripple

trapping

Particles trapped in local magnetic mirrors caused by the toroidal magnetic

field ripple drift vertically but may be pitch angle scattered out of the

ripple trapping region in velocity space before being lost to the chamber

wall. The drift time to the wall, t,, is determined by t . = a/v, whn-a the
a d d

vertical drift velocity is v, = v pT/(2R). The time taken to scatter out
d a L

of the ripple loss region is t - 5t where t is the characteristic
r 90° 90°

time for a 90 -deflection scattering and 5 is the relative ripple ampli-

tude. The particle will reach the wall if t < t which implies a thres-

hold energy, E , above which a particle will be lost, viz.
n J?.nA 2/5

(47)

where M is the mass number of the particle and i.nA is the Coulomb logaritm.

For Zeff
=1- and 6 = IX, eq. (47) yields F. a 70 keV.
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The small width of the ripple trapping region in velocity space plays a

negligible role when considering the pitch angle scattering losses and a

good approximation of the corresponding loss region, D , in velocity space
1 2 ̂

Iv v v =0, v > v } where y m v = W , cf Fig. 25is obtained as D

Fig. 25. Qualitative model for velocity space loss region due to
ripple trapping.

The low critical value for E as compared to E makes collisional pitch

angle scattering into the ripple loss region an efficient loss mechanism

which can give rise to significant particle and energy losses during slow-

ing down, [l8j.

Estimates for the alpha particle and energy loss fractions, F and E

respectively, have been given as, [19 J

E 3/2 Z

F. - 1-0.75[

eff
HIT

E o *

E 3/2J

r

-2 1/2 3/4 r ' / 4
3.7.10 Z ', T ' (keV) fl-0.26 \~' (keV)

eff e e
(48)

which for Z =1 and T =10 keV implies F = 54% and E = 12%.
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Thus unacceptably high value of particle and energy losses will result

unless the ripple strength is sufficiently small, i.e. so that the ripple

well region extends over only a small fraction of the plasma cross section

and gives rise co the shadow effect discussed earlier.

(iii) Pitch angle scattering losses into loss regions due to stochastic

banana diffusion.

In this case the loss region in velocity space corresponds to banana

trapped particles with turning points in the stochastic region, cf Fig. 14.

Again collisional pitch angle scattering may give rise to a flow of

particles into the loss region. This effect is manifest in Fig. 26 as a

finite loss time for particles outside but close to the ergodic region in

velocity space (£ < 5 )•

20'

•- 0 75 %

2 5

-1900

-600

06 08 10 12 t 4

Fig. 26. Loss time against initial pitch angle for collisionless (—
and collisional ( ) plasma, [10J.

The increased particle losses due to pitch angle scattering during slowing

down is also illustrated in Fig. 27
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Fig. 27. Time evolution of particle and power losses for INTOR,
[10J.

Finally in Fig. 28 is illustrated the dependence of the total particle- and

power loss on the ripple strength. In order to keep the power loss frac-

tion lower than 10% the maximum ripple strength should not exceed 1%. For

stronger ripple, most of the banana trapped particles are rapidly lost

giving rise to high power loss fractions.

1.0 20

MAXMUM RIPPLE SIZE So 1%)

Fig. 28. Total power and particle loss as function of maximum ripple
size, N / % l

There exists an unresolved discrepancy between the result of Tani et al,

[lOj, and a numerical investigation of Hively, [20j, which yields power and

particle loss fractions of only a few per cent for the same characteristic

plasma parameters. Several further investigations have been carried out in

order to try to resolve this discrepancy. It seems that the work of

Hitchon and Hastie [21J supports the result obtained by Hively. Here, the
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extent to which trapped alpha particle orbits become stochastic as a result

of magnetic field ripple in INTOR has been examined by using a guiding

center orbit following code. The results have shown that for typical INTOR

parameters, stochastic loss of alpha particles can only occur in the

extreme outer layer of the plasma (r/a -*-l) where the alpha population is

expected to be small.

On the other hand, Goloborodko et al, [ 16 J, have shown that the stochastic-

ity condition is strongly dependent on the magnetic moment and radial posi-

tion of the particle, and that the ripple threshold for the alpha particle

loss fraction is smooth or even absent. This conclusion is in qualitative

agreement with the calculations of Tani et al, [10J.

Furthermore, the results of Ref. [10J have also been confirmed by Tani et

al [22J by recalculating the ripple enhanced transport of alpha particles

using two kinds of newly developed Monte-Carlo codes (mapping model code

and diffusion model code) which are very different from the old orbit-

following Monte-Carlo code.

Recently, Zajtsev et al [23J. have evaluated the stochastic alpha particle

ripple losses during slowing down by solving a two-dimensional Fokker-

Planck equation describing Coulomb collisions between alpha particles and

plasma electrons and ions as well as the stochastic loss of alpha

particles. It is found that for the 1.2% ripple chosen for INTOR the alpha

particle energy loss fraction is about 10%, which is in good agreement with

the Monte-Carlo result obtained by Tani et al, [22).

Thus, although it is difficult to point out a direct source of the dis-

crepancy between the numerical results of Refs. [10 | and [20j, most of the

further investigations on the problem of alpha particle ripple losses in

Tokamak reactors support the conclusion of Tani et al.
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_5. Enhanced banana diffusion due to toroidal magnetic field ripple

The toroidal magnetic field ripple makes the banana trajectories asymmet-

rical with respect to the median plane of the Tokamak. This gives rise to

additional oscillating radial excursions of the guiding center of the

banana orbits. Along most of the orbit the excursions are averaged to

zero, however, near the turning points the excursions are largest and do

not necessarily cancel.

The displacement after a single bounce can be estimated from the radial

drift velocity, v , due to the ripple, which is

Vf =

r-k\ i

and the transit time, x , through the last phase of the ripple, before the

turning point which is determined by

-Jv

The pitch angle change corresponding to a change in toroidal angle,

2TX/N = qA9, can be obtained from

as

V ? V ? ( 0 ) , . 2 9
— = —2 sin 1 ( *
v v

The displacement, Ar, near the turning points is then:

Ar ~- vrxr . 5p L(i)
3 / 2 N l / 2 (5)
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If the displacements corresponding to consequtive reflections at the turn-

ing points are randomized, the guiding center of the banana orbit perform a

random walk with step size Ar in a time equal to the bounce tine

x = qR/(v/T). The corresponding radial diffusion coefficient, D, is

^ (Ar)2
 M,2 2 v q

2 ,,.

D = i_^L_ = N6 P L _ 1__ (6)
D £

The degree ojdecorrelation between successive reflections is determined by

the change in the ripple phase $ = N<J> during one banana orbit. At least

three physical processes can lead to decorrelating changes in •?, viz. (i)

Coulomb collisions, (ii) toroidal precession and (iii) radial drift of

banana particles near each turning point.

(i) Change in $ due to Coulomb collisions

During a bounce time, v changes due to collisions according to

Av»
(-JL) - v,b (7)

which implies a corresponding change in poloidal angle, A9, as

A9 ~- \ -4-*- (8)
VI

The corresponding change in ripple phase. A* , is then
c

A$ = NqA6 = Nq/ — - (9)
c t

(ii) Change in $ due to toroidal precession

The toroidal precession velocity, v , is

v =
t to r

c
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which over a bounce time causes a change in the ripple phase, ui> , accord-

ing to

2
Nv x Nvq

0) R £

c

(iii) Change in $ due to radial driftsat the turning points

The change in ripple phase, A$ , due to the displacement, Ar, around the
s

turning point is

3/2
A$ = N9 q'Ar = 6pT {^-) q' (12)

Various regimes of ripple transport of banana particles differ according to

the value of A$ caused by the different processes. We note that since

A$ ~ —r , whereas A4> and A$ ~ v^Coulomb collisions are the dominating
v

decorrelating mechanisms for low energy particles. The critical energy,

W , at which A$ (W ) = 1 is obtained from
c c c

(13)
N q

where v = /T/x, is the critical collisionality for the ordinary banana
* b

regime. Eq. (13) yields

2q3R(cm)n (cm"3N qJR(cm)n (cni )[z]
Wc(keV) = 3-10"

y ( ^ ) (14)

For conditions typical of Tokamak reactors W falls in the range 100-200
c

keV, which implies that essentially only thermal particles are collisional

enough to decorrelate successived turning point excursions by Coulomb col-

lisions.
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For decreasing energy, pitch angle scattering becomes successively stronger

leading to a more collisional regime where significant pitch angle change

occurs while the particle crosses a single phase of the ripple. Although

the physics and the calculational details change considerably when moving

from the less collisional (v^/(Nq) « v << v^l/Nq) to the more collisional

regime (v //Nq « v << Nv/R) the transport coefficients remain unchanged,

[15].

Since only trapped particles (fraction /2É) contribute to the ripple trans-

port the overall diffusion constant D, of a Maxwellian particle distribu-

tion can be written:

D ~- f\ N <52> pe
2 Ip- (15)

where p. = pTq/e is the Larmor radius in the poloidal magnetic field for a
L 1/2 2

particle with thermal velocity v = (T/m) and <5 > is the average of
the ripple over a magnetic surface.

The diffusion constant given by eq. (14) is independent of collision fre-

quency, i.e. is of the plateau form, and extends over a large range of
2 2

collisionality down to very low energies (v./N q « v « N v , /R). Thus,
* th

enhanced transport of bulk particles due to toroidal magnetic field ripple

can be expected to play au important role for the gross plasma .jnfinement

in t. Tokaratk. However, this enhanced transport is not specifically as-

sociated with the alpha particles, except fr>r its implications for the

problem of alpha particle ash removal, a subject which will not be addres-

sed in the present report. Detailed accounts of enhanced ripple diffusion

can be found in Refs. [15,16,8].

The precessional drift velocity increases with energy and the critical

energy, W , at which A<t> = 1 is given by

3 2
W.(keV) * 3xlO2 B(kG) £_*i£El (16)

N q
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Thus significant changes in ripple phase occurs for energies larger Chan

W , which typically is the range 100-200 keV.

The precessional drift gives rise to two important effects: (i) It has been

conjectured, [8]} that since the toroidal precession moves the fast ion

banana orbits rapidly around the torus, the Coulomb collision requirement

for decorrelation, A<t> > 1, may be overstrict. It may be sufficient that
c

collisions spoil the periodic phase sampling that is established over many

bounces. This *ould extend the energy range over which collisional decor-

relation is operative. (ii) When the precessional drift becomes resonant

with the ripple period, i.e. when A$ = 2im, the particle repeatedly under-

goes one way radial displacement. The radial transport is then substan-

tially enhanced by the resonance process, [22,24]. The importance of this

effect has been confirmed by recent numerical computations, cf Fig. I ,

D/DCB

DRP/D',C3

(MeV)

Fig.;-: Diffusion coefficient, D, normalized by the confined banana
diffusion constant, D , versus particle energy in the non-
ergodic region. Results from different numerical codes are
denoted ( •, , ), [22].

The energy limit for stochastic d«correlation, W , is given by

m 2
w ~ — (LJ\(V±J\
S 2 lNq J i6q' ' (17)
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Taking q' = q/a, eq. (17) yields

W^lceV) - 0.3 ir (
S N3 6

(1) (18)

which implies W > 1 MeV.

Again, it has been argued, [25], that th - condition for dynamic stochast-

icity of the trapped particle motion is overstrict, which would imply

significant losses also at energies lower than W .

For banana trapped particles in the non-ergodic region, the diffusion con-

stant, D , has been estimated in f101 as

.CB v N 3 (S-)5 {p8): (19)

in good agreement with numerical result, cf Fig. 2.

0

005

Fig. 2. PR

Diffusion coefficient, D , versus safety factor for confined
banana-trapped alpha particles with E =3.5 MeV, flOl.

The diffusion constant of the non-ergodic trapped particles can be simpli-

fied to
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(cm"3)[z]
DCB , 1 0 - 9 e f i } 52 N ^ ( 2 Q )

B (kG) WCB ( k e V ^ 2 '
which for t yp i ca l parameters yields D = 10 cm /s many orders of raagni-

RP
tude less than the ripple plateau diffusion constant, D , given by eq. (6)

which can be simplified to

= 5-108

B2(kG)R(cm) e 5 / 2

RP 7 2
which for typical parameters yields D = 10 cm /s, indicating loss time

much shorter than the slowing down time.

&_. Alpha particle effects on ambipolar potential

In the presence of alpha particle losses, the lost positive charge causes

the plasma to become negatively charged electrostatically, [26]. The as-

sociated electric fields and potentials could affect the dynamics and con-

finement characteristics of the plasma depending on the charging rate and

potentials attained. In view of the high alpha particle energy as compared

to the thermal plasma energies, the background plasma properties are ex-

pected to be affected by the alpha driven potential long before the alpha

particle orbits themselves are altered appreciably.

The rate of change cl the potential, <t>, due to an alpha particle loss frac-

tion, F,, has been estimated as, [26J

4) = 400 n i <<JV>DT q
2A2I2(MA)FJl kV/s (1)

2 'Ml
For parabolic alpha particle birth profiles F^I = 9/A , cf eq. (39) of

paragraph II. Thus

<t> = 3600 n. <crv>DT /A q
2 (2)

14 -3
For the values n = 10 cm , q = 3, T = 10 keV, and A = 4, eq. (2)

yields
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<t) - 650 kV/s (3)

This potential build-up rate, if unimpeded, would result in plasma poten-

tials on the order of the plasma temperature in a few tenths of milli-

seconds. The plasma responds to the radial electric field by toroidal

rotation due to the interaction between the crossed radial electric field

and the poloidal magnetic field and by an influx of positively charged

impurity ions including helium ashes.

Several physical mechanisms have been suggested which r«iy halt the electric

field build up, e.g. ion-neutral collisions, charge-exchange,

viscosity effects, [27], or impurity influx, [28"!. Thus, the ^svm.ptotic

values of the electrostatic field and the resulting toroidal rotation

velocity are very uncertain, but an example, based on charge-exchange and

ion-neutral collisions being the dominant damping mechanisms, is given in

Figs. 1 and 2

Fig. 1. The electrostatic field due to rapid fusion product escape,
E -E°, [27].
r r' L J
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Fig. 2. Toroidal velocity, V corresponding to Fig. 1, !" 2 7 T.
9

The qualitative effect of a radial electric field on alpha particle con-

finement can be inferred from an investigation of the influence of an elec-

tric field on the velocity space loss region of a stellarator of the helio-

tron type [29]. An example of the change in form of the loss region when a

radial electric field is included is shown in Fig. 3.

10 JO 10 S I I i 10 10 10

Fig. 3. Effect of radial electric field on velocity space loss regions
in a heliotron, [29],
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As expected particle confinement is improved for low energy particles, in

particular when the potential is negative- However, when the kinetic

energy of the particle significantly exceeds the potential, the potential

has little effect on the drift surfaces.

However, no systematic investigation has been made of alpha particle losses

in the combined presence of magnetic field ripple and loss-induced electric

field. It is conceivable that close to the turning points of the trapped

alphas, even a comparatively small electric field may have important con-

sequences for the ripple diffusion.
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III. Collective alpha particle effects

jj Thermonuclear instabilities anH anomalous alpha particle transport

In the near future tokamaks are expected to produce a considerable amount

of high-energy alpha particles which may induce so called thermonuclear in-

stabilities (see reviews [1-5]). The basic cause of these instabilities

connected with the thermonuclear DT-reaction process is the deviation of

the distribution function of alpha particles from thermodynamic equili-

brium. The occurrence of thermonuclear instabilities in a fusion plasma

may cause anomalous losses of plasma energy as well as of high-energy alpha

particles. On the other hand these instabilities raay possibly lead to

improvement of the plasma heating due to the anomalous energy transport

from alpha particles to the background ions, and drive an outward flux of

thermalized alpha particles and corresponding flux of fresh fuel ions, cf

[3,4j. Therefore, the study of the collective phenomena associated with

high-energy alpha particles in a fusion plasma and their influence on

macroscopic properties of plasma has been of great interest for the last

20 years.

The theoretical treatments of the thermonuclear instabilities can be di-

vided into three classes depending on different excitation mechanisms.

The first class considers instabilities that can be excited by alpha

particles with a non-monotonic isotropic velocity distribution function,

[6—19]. An essential condition for this class of instabilities is the pre-

sence of an interval in the velocity distribution function where

of /dv > 0, [30-32]. The second class includes drift instabilities caused

by spatial inhomogeneity of the alpha particle distribution, [20-26 ].

Finally the third class of thermonuclear instabilities includes the so-

called "cone" instabilities which are excited by the anisotropy of the

alpha particle distribution function, [27-29]. The anisotropy arises be-

cause of alpha particle losses caused by the possible intersection of

particle orbits with the chamber walls, [27,28], and/or the toroidal field

ripple in tokamaks, [29].

Linear theory predicts that a large number of thermonuclear instabilities

can occur in a tokamak reactor. Obviously the first to develop will be
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those instabilities whose formation requires the smallest number of high-

energy alpha particles. Therefore an important parameter characterizing an

instability is the threshold value of the alpha particle density n /n at

which wave excitation begins. Investigations of the most dangerous thermo-

nuclear instabilities are usually reduced to the investigation oJ the stab-

ility of plasma consisting of electrons relatively cold ions and high-

energy alpha particles. The concentration of alpha particles is substan-

tially less than the electron concentration. Mathematically, this fact

simplifies the analysis of these Instabilities. The nature of the instab-

ilities depends significantly on the radial distribution of alpha par-

ticles. Both passing and trapped particles may excite various types of

waves. The fraction of trapped particles is negligible small in the centre

of the plasma column and increases with plasma minor radius. Thus, in the

centre of plasma, the thermonuclear instabilities may only be excited by

passing alpha particles while in the outer plasma regions both passing and

trapped particles may be responsible for development of the instabilities.

In order to determine what role the thermonuclear instabilities will play

in tokamak reactors it is necessary to study the subsequent non-linear evo-

lution of the instabilities. A relatively large volume of research has

been conducted on the quasi-linear effects which accompany thermonuclear

instabilities [12,13,19,25-28]. However, an evaluation of the possible

macroscopic effects associated with the instabilities as well as their

influence on the containment of alpha particles still remain as essentially

open questions.

1.1 Thermonuclear instabilities excited by alpha particles with a non-

monotonic velocity distribution

1.1.1 Sufficient condition for instability

An essential condition for the occurrence of this class of instabilities is

that the alpha particle distribution can become Inverted with a larger

phase-space density of high-energy than low-energy particles and thus

öf /öv > 0. In this situation, free energy is available to drive instab-

ilities. Starting from the classical, isotropic Fokker-Planck equation

describing the slowing



down of energetic alpha particles in a background plasma, Kolesnichenko,

^ 30,311 and independently Cordey, Goldston and Mikkelsen 32', have derived

a criterion for determining whether inversion of the alpha distribution

occurs. In a simplified form this criterion may be written as, ̂  30,311,

din S dT.

* IT > f
S

(1)

where S is the total alpha particle source rate and t is the slowing-down

time of alpha particles due to electrons. In physical terms, eq. (1)

states that if the source S (or the electron temperature T ) is inctreased
(X e

too rapidly inversion occurs. Since changes in S are often predominantly

due to changes in T , eq. (1) can be used to obtain a limit on the rate at

which the temperature must be increased to obtain inversion.

It is convenient to demonstrate the above condition by assuming T = T.= T
e i

and introduce the critical heating rate T determined by 3
cr

dependence of T on T for different values of the parameter

/?v = 0. The

= (n/n)/(T/T) is shown in Fig. 1, [3 l ]

JOr

0 I ...
0

7 '0

10 20

T ( « E V )

Fig. 1. Critical plasma heating as function of temperature, I 31
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1 4 ' 3 • -1

Taking n ~ 10 era and expecting that T < 10 keV«s in the case of

plasma heating by neutral injection or RF waves, it can be concluded from

Fig. 1 that the planned neutral-beam or RF heating of large tokanaks will

not generate inverted alpha distributions and hence cannot drive such

velocity-space instabilities. However, strong heating of smaller plasmas,

or fast compressional heating, [32], may give rise to the occurrence of

these instabilities. This is of great interest for TFTR where the planned

compressional heating should produce a strong inversion of the alpha dis-

tribution and it may well be possible to produce and study alpha-driven in-

stabilities in this experiment, [32].

The above conclusions are based on the assumption that the evolution of the

alpha particle distribution function is determined by the Coulomb colli-

sions and hence the normal steady-state alpha particle distribution will be

monotonically decreasing (f ~ v ). However, it is quite conceivable that

other effects could cause an inversion of the alpha distribution and give

rise to velocity-space instabilities. Such effects can generally involve a

preferential loss of lower-energy alpha particles as they slow down. Here,

one possibility is the alpha particle orbit drift effect during slowing-

down, [_ 33J, which could cause an inversion near the outer edge of the

plasma. However, since the alpha density in this region is relatively

small it is not clear that this would exceed the threshold required to

initiate an instability. Another possibility for an inversion of alpha

particle distribution is associated with shear-Alfvén transport of alphas

that has received attention both as an energy loss mechanism and for ash

removal, [19,23,33,34], Widely spaced Alfvén surfaces will result in a

driven E«XB convective transport mechanism for uj = k V << o) . . However,

for overlapping eigenmodes th3 transport mechanism may be diffusion-like,

[35]. If the corresponding diffusion coefficient is sufficiently large,

the alpha particles undergoing shear-Alfvén transport rapidly carry their

energy from the central core region to the outer plasma volume where they

fall out of resonance. The resulting inverted velocity distribution in the

central core could, in principle, trigger a velocity instability which

would rapidly feed alphas into the central core region where they would be

removed by shear Alfvén transport.
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Generally, it can be expected that anomalous spatial losses of alpha

particles may lead to an inversion of the alpha distribution function,

[ 36 ]. The influence of increasing the alpha particle diffusion coeffi-

cient, D , on the alpha distribution function for JST-parameters (3.4T;

7MA) is demonstrated in Fig. 2, [361. An inverted population is achieved
4 2

at D =5* 10 cm /s.
a

1.73x10-16

UOxiO-

(cm/s)

1.62x10-17



4-61x10-13
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UOxiQ9

v (cm/s)

Fig. 2. The alpha particle distribution function fa vs. r and v, under
influence of increasing Ea, (a) Da = 0, (b) Da = 1CT cnr/s, (c)
Da = 5*lCr cm

2/s. For Da = 5><lCr cm
2/s, an inverted population

is achieved. From Ref. [36].

Since no self-consistent calculations of the effects discussed above have

been carried out to date, further study is needed to clarify the question

of whether or not such effects might provide an inversion of the alpha

particle velocity distribution and consequently drive velocity-space

thermonuclear instabilities. If these instabilities do occur, provided

excessive expulsion of the background plasma does not occur, the instab-

ilities could be beneficial in that alpha energy is preferentially trans-

ferred to ions through collisionless cyclotron damping, fl3l.

Thermonuclear instabilities caused by alpha particles with a nnn-monotonic

velocity distribution were first considered in [f>], where the excitation of

electrostatic waves was discussed. The second possibility, the electromag-

netic wave, excitation, was studied in papers, [7,15], where thermonuclear

instabilities of low-frequency fast magneto-acoustic waves, f7l, and shear

Alfvén waves, [l5J, were considered. Subsequent!/, a number
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of investigations on thermonuclear instabilities was presented (see f 1—4 '

and their references). However, all these studies were based on the homo-

geneous-magnetic-field approximation. The first investigation taking into

account the geometry of the tokamak magnetic field was made in I 7l, where

the possibility of thermonuclear instabilities excited by passing and

trapped alpha particles was demonstrated. Much attention in the literature

was paid to the possible onset of instabilities of fast magneto-acoustic

waves, [7—14], as well as shear Alf"én waves, [15-191, since these waves

effectively interact with passing and trapped alpha particles leading to

subsequent build-up of the waves. Among these instabilities the high-fre-

quency short-wavelength modes are known to produce rapid velocity-space

relaxation and little spatial diffusion while the converse holds for low-

frequency modes. The alpha component should be unstable to both classes of

modes simultaneously, depending on the required alpha threshold density for

each. Since the low-'requency waves tend to have a lower threshold, they

are expected to go unstable first. If, after their saturation, the plasma

can sustain the burn against the anomalous alpha particle losses, the alpha

density may rise to the lowest threshold density for high-frequency modes,

whose main relaxation effect will be in velocity space on a faster time

scale than for the evolution of the low-frequency modes.

In an infinite medium one expects these instabilities to exist until the

combination of turbulent and collisional spreading of the alpha distribu-

tion produces a stable shape, 3f /5v < 0. In a tokamak reactor, however,

the condition 6rL/a « 1, where 5r. is the alpha banana width and a is the
b b

minor plasma radius, is not generally satisfied. The particle confinement

time x will therefore be finite, and if anomalous diffusion is strong

enough to produce x < x (x is the collisional slowing-down time of alpha
p s s

particles), the stable shape 5f /ov < 0 will not be attainable, thus lead-

ing to steady-state turbulence and enhanced alpha particle losses.

1.1.2 Cyclotron excitation of fast magneto-acoustic waves

High-energy alpha particles formed during thermonuclear fusion can lead to

a build-up of magnetoacoustic waves if the frequencies of those waves coin-

cide with the harmonics of the cyclotron frequency of alpha particles
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averaged over the bounce period to :

OJ = *u (2)
ca v '

where X is the number of the cyclotron harmonic, to , is the cyclotron

frequency of alpha particles, w = x, oto ds/v., T, is the bounce period,

v.. is the longitudinal velocity of alpha particles and ds is an element

along a magnetic field line. The growth rate of fast magneto-acoustic

waves for such resonance depends on the tokamak geometry and on the energy

spread of the alpha particles. In Ref. L7l the cyclotron instability was

investigated for the case of a circular-cross-section tokamak and on the

assumption of a monoenergetic distribution of alpha particles. It was

shown that the instability excited by passing alpha particles, with a
1/2

growth rate y /to - (n /n) , where n and n are the alpha and plasma

densities, as predicted in the case of homogeneous magnetic field approxi-

mation, cannot arise in a tokamak reactor. This instability is suppressed

by the effects associated with Inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. How-

ever, fast magneto-acoustic waves can be excited by trapped alpha par-

ticles. The growth rate of this instability is

V 2 1/2

Y - — {•--){-} ui (3)a n W ' -a1 csaa

where V is the Alfvén velocity in the multicomponent plasma, v =
9 - 1 a

1.3*10 em's , co is the cyclotron frequency at the magnetic axis and e
CSQ!

is the inverse aspect ratio of a tokamak. The above results were general-

ized for the case of tokamaks with elliptical cross-section in Refs. F8,111

and the effect of thermal spread of alpha particles was elucidated in Ref.

[lOj. It was found that the wave growth rate corresponding to the interac-

tion of the waves with strongly trapped alpha particles increases with
2 2 2increasing "ellipticity" A = E(l_/^.]-l)/q (.?._ and JL are the major and

minor semiaxis of the elliptical wall, q is the safety factor) of a tokamak

as long as A < 1. The wave growth rate reaches its maximum at A = 1 and

then falls off at A > 1. The thermal spread of the alpha particle distribu



tion function has a stabilizing effect on the cyclotron instability of fast

magneto-acoustic waves, and it leads to the following limitation, r10l

where T is the plasma temperature and m and ra are the deuteriurr and tri-

tium ion masses. For X > Jl the instability is considerably weakned, and
* ~

for I » I it is suppressed.

The role of bounce resonances of the type

10 id)

in the cyclotron build-up of fast magneto-acoustic waves by trapped alpha

particles was investigated in F9,111. Here, to = 2T/T is the bounce fre-
" P o

quency and p is an integer. The bounce effects must be taken into account
since the scatter of to for particles with different degrees of trapping

cot

is, in a tokamak reactor, much larger than their bounce frequency, [9|,

i.e.

Aw /u), = fz qR/p » 1 (6)
O.O. D a

where R is the major radius and p = v /w is the Larmor radius of the
a a cs

alpha particles. As a result of bounce resonances the growth rate of the

instability increases by a magnitude of the order of

/3 /T n 1/3

K . o.5 f—!SSSL) - 0.5 (/-^-3-K-) (7)
W p

Note that all the above results were obtained for fast magneto-acoustic

waves propagating across the magnetic field (purely radial perturbations

with a longitudinal wave number k = 0) and that the frequency of the ex-
1/2

cited wave was limited to the interval w , << UJ = k,V « (u 'o ) ,
ci i A ci ce

where k is the transverse wavenumber and '.o and u) are the cvclotron
1 ci ce

frequencies of plasma ions and electrons.
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The cyclotron excitation of fast magneto-acoustic waves in the frequency

in te rva l 0 < u < co . , propagating obliquely to the magnetic field of a
~" c i

tokamak was investigated in [.141. I t was found that the only waves which

are excited by alpha particles are short along the magnetic field direc-
2

tion, with k qR = OJ qR£ u/v ~ 10 ? u » 1, where t = kV /OJ and u. =
il csan a <x a' a a csa

cos^ with $ being the angla between the wave vector k and the stationary

magnetic field B . The growth rate for the excitation by passing particles

is greatest at the magnetic axis of the tokamak (E = 0) with u = 0.1 and it

falls off rapidly with increasing values of £ and \i. The instability is

cut off at n > 0.5 - 0.6. The maximum growth rate is of order

Ya - 107 ^ (8)

Eq. (8) together with the damping rate of waves on plasma electrons, [l4"|,

m k V

IT kH VTe ~t
U i

leads to an estimation of the threshold alpha density for excitation by

passing alpha particles as

cr .2,,2
n _7 m I A
— ~ 10 ' — k,. V,,, - ~ (10)
n m .1 Te Z

a ci

13 -3
For example, taking the parameters: T = 10 keV, B = 3.5T, n = 5x10 cm ,

n i ft — 1

q = 2, R = 500 cm (V = 4^10 cm s , V = 5*10 cm s ) the expression

(10) gives n /n ~ 10 which represents a rather high alpha density thres-

hold for excitation.

The contribution of trapped alpha particles to the excitation of magneto-

acoustic waves increases as the angle O decreases (u increases). The
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maximum value of the instability growth rate due to the trapped particles

is of the order

•>* - 1 ° 8 r (">

Since the damping rate due to the plasma electrons is of order, [141,

m V 2

Y -~- OK)) (12)
e m V.

a A

the threshold alpha density for excitation due to trapped alpha particles

becomes

C 1 -8 me Vte ,2
1 0 - - - . * (13)

a A

8 —1
T a k i n g t h e same p a r a m e t e r s as above and u = 0 . 9 , QJ = 0.7x10 s one ob -

C IT —lx

tains n /n ~ 10 . But with decreasing of the angle <$> the threshold value

tends to zero. Thus, the instability will easily develop for an almost

longitudinal propagation of waves with respect to the magnetic field and

will be determined on the whole by the interaction of waves with the

trapped alpha particles.

The quasi-linear relaxation of trapped alpha particles which is associated

with a cyclotron magneto-acoustic instability in a tokamak reactor was

studied in [ 12,13]. It was shown analytically and through numerical cal-

culations that the relaxation is pulsed so that the onset of the instab-

ility should be accompanied by periodic bursts of oscillations at harmonics

of the alpha cyclotron frequency. The instability should also cause a

slight broadening of the energy distribution of the trapped alpha par-

ticles, and this broadening should grow logarithmically.

1.1.3 Excitation of shear Alfvén waves

Much attention in the literature has been paid to the possible onset of a

thermonuclear instability of shear Alfvén waves (w = k V ) in a tokamak,
II A
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: 15—19J. In Ref. i_ 15 ] the instability caused by passing alpha particles

was analyzed in the homogeneous magnetic field approximation for the fre-

quency OJ and the wave numbers k and ki satisfying
i

u = k:iVA K< '\i ; ki * kn = C ; ku q R >y l '

where p is the alpha Larraor radius. The maximum growth rate, y and
a a,max,

the threshold alpha density, n /n, of this instability was found to be

n
Y = 0 . 2 — u , (15)
a,max n ca '

and

, V V2
X

— = 5x10 J - ^ - ^ . (16)

in which case waves with k p ~ /2 and k p ~ 3 are excited.

Thus the in s t ab i l i t y threshold (16) is sufficiently low only if V « v
A (X

which corresponds the beta-value 8 << 3.2T/E (E =3.5 MeV).

In the case when the characteristic wave-lengths substantially exceed the

Larmor radius of alpha particles, i.e. k p << 1, k qR ~ 1, the passing

alpha particles interact with waves through a resonance condition w-(k +s/-

qR)v = 0, |s| > 1, L^J# ^ n e corresponding maximum growth rate is given

by

, n av v

Ya 25 n R VA
 C i / )

A

which is considerably less than the growth rate given by (15). Neverthe-

less this instability occurs with k ~ 1/qR and at a frequency lower than

that in Ref. [l5], so that it can be more important in a tokamak since the

low-frequency modes are known to produce larger spatial diffusion as com-

pared to the high-frequency modes.
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Excitation of shear Alfvén waves by strongly trapped alpha particles with

non-monotonic velocity distribution was investigated in •17,18'. General-

ly, the interaction between particles and wave occurs through the resonance

condition

(0-0) - pw = 0 (18)
D b

where co = -k, V and OJ, = /•=- v /qR are the drift frequency and the bounce
U D U D Z CC

frequency of alpha p a r t i c l e s , respect ively. Here, k = k: sin 6, <b -

arctg(k /k ), V = E /(w R) and E = v 12. The wave frequency is assumed

to satisfy

k

«ci » « » -- I
OJ
ca

For wave frequencies satisfying w = pw » |co 1, which implies

k|( qR = p / y 7j- , k P « /2e/q (20)

the Alfvén wave instability can exist in two different regimes of

wavelengths:

(i) If the wave vectors lie in the range

1/2

ii ; S H

k Vn 1/2
4_JL_D (]. _ J£_) > ! (22)

u, ; pw, ; ~ »
b b

with k, << k << p , the instability is characterized by the maximum

growth rate, [17J,

n qV
Y * -i -a- (23)
ct,max n R



( i i ) If the opposite conditions to those in (21) are s a t i s f i e d , but

k, ~ k << v /to . the maximum growth ra te becomes, r18~!b r a csa ' 5 • -

2 , 2
n av v k,

- c JL -J- JL -^

For wave frequencies satisfying oo < to , no resonances at the bounce fre-
b

quencies are possible. In their place the waves may be excited at ro = to

and the wave vectors of the unstable waves are in the range, I" 18"I,

k ~ k JL JL . k o ;{EL. k aR </I JL • k o < i • (25^1
II b V 2R ' S P a ̂  q ' V K ^ E V ' 1Crpa < q ' U 5 ;

A A

The instability growth rate in this case is of the order of that in (24).

Note that the threshold alpha densities of the above instabilities have not

been determined.

The problem of excitation of shear Alfvén waves by alpha particles at fre-

quencies a) _< to and propagating obliquely to the magnetic field was in-

vestigated in [14]. In the case of instability due to the passing alpha

particles, the results showed that the wave vectors of excited waves have

to satisfy the condition (kv /to )\i < (w v )/(« V ) ~ 1 where ii = cost)
(X CS2 C i 1 CU A

The maximum growth ra te is of the order of

7 n

Y ~ 10 — (26)a,max n
o

and it takes place at e = 0 and u = 0.1. However, the growth rate de-

creases rapidly with increasing values of e and \i so that at t = 0.1 and u

= 0 . 1 it is reduced by a factor of about four as compared to y At e
at, max

=0.1 and
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;d > 0.5 the instability î  completely suppressed. Assuming that Alfvén

waves are primarily damped by plasma electrons, the threshold alpha density

above which the instability occurs can be estimated as

cr ,3 2
n .. m k n V V.
JL-~1(f

7-£. ^ (27)
n tn. OJ

i csa

which for the parameters n = 5x10 cm" , T = 10 keV, B = 3.5T (V

4x10 cm*s ; V = 5*10 cm s ) becomes n /n ~ 10

In the case of wave excitation by trapped alpha particles the instability

growth rate increases with increasing values of u and it becomes sig-

nificantly large at (j. > 0.6. The maximum growth rate occurs at almost

longitudinal propagation and is of the order of

Y ~ 10 — (28)
a,max n

with the corresponding alpha density threshold

Q _1

Taking the same parameters as above and |i - 0.9, w = 0.7*10 s , eq. (29)

gives n /n - 10

A quasi-linear theory of the shear Alfvén instability excited by trapped

alpha particles, at the wave frequency satisfying to << w = k V = pa» ,
O X II A D

was developed in (
L19]. The linear evolution of this instability was de-

scribed in [l7J. A self-consistent numerical solution of the system of a

quasi-linear equation for the alpha particle distribution, and an equation

for the waves together with a particle conservation equation, showed that

the quasi-linear evolution of the instability results in an anomalous re-

laxation of alpha particles. The enhanced electromagnetic perturbations

can produce rapid spatial losses of alpha population and energy. Figure 3



shows the time dependence of the alpha particle loss coefficient R =
.1L

1 - n (t)/(S t) and the ilpha particle energy loss coefficient R =
at a " tL

A(n E )/(E S t), where S = n n <av> and A(n E ) is the total alpha energy

lost from the system at time t. The following tokamak parameters were

used: 3 = 50 kG, a/R = 120/400, q(a) = 2.5, n = 5*1013 cm"3, T = T. =
e e i

15 keV, I = 3.6 MA. It was also assumed that the instability develops on

the second bounce harmonics (p = 2).

ro r

05

ne = 5 X 101 3cm~3

B = 50 kG

q =2.5

T = 15keV

a = 120 cm

05 i.o

Fig. 3. Alpha particle and energy loss rate coefficients versus cime.
R and R are defined in the text, [l9l.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the scaling of R with increasing of B, n and T,

respectively.
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Fig. 4. Scaling of R with magnetic field B, [ 19
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Fig. 5. Scaling of R with electron density, n , ̂  19 "f,
riLj e

C 05 -
za.

20

Fig. 6. Scaling of R with plasma temperature T, ̂ 191.

Overall, Figs. 4 - 6 indicate that the anomalous alpha losses can be re-

duced by working at large values of magnetic field, high density, and low

temperature. All of these conditions are favoured in a very high- current,

high-magnetic-field, high density Ohmic tokamak without blanket, but may be

very difficult to achieve in a practical fusion reactor. In a finite

system, the alpha particle losses prevent the alpha velocity distribution

from attaining a stable collisional equilibrium, thus maintaining a steady-

state turbulence level.
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1.2 Thermonuclear drift instabilities

1.2.1 Destabilization of Alfvén waves

The radial distribution of alpha particles expected in a tokamak is sharply

peaked at the center because of the sensitive dependence of the reaction

cross section on the temperature. Thus, among the instabilities to be

considered are those driven by the expansion-free energy associated with

the spatial gradient of the alpha particle distribution, i.e. various drift

waves with ID < a> where oo is the diamagnetic frequency of the alpha

particles.

The study of thermonuclear drift instabilities commenced with the early

works [20] and [2l], where the possibility of an excitation of shear Alfvén

waves by both trapped and passing alpha particles was demonstrated by using

the local WKB approximation. It has been shown, ^ 201, that in the case of

waves with ID = k,. V = w and k, = 1/qR. where ID is the drift frequency
II A Da II Da

of alpha particles, the instability growth rate, y , due to trapped alpha

particles is of order

y - /i _J>. 3 a )— Inn (30)
'a a R a 9r a

where B is the ratio of the alpha particle pressure to the magnetic pres-

sure. The threshold alpha density is determined by collisional damping due

to trapped electrons.

ye = P(vevA/R)
1/2 (3D

where v is the electron collision frequency. This gives for

na/ar ~ 1

cr _, 1/2
n T av
J L ~ _?. L f_£i (32)

For the Alfvén waves excited by trapped alpha partLcles at (1) << M and

k.qR<< 1, the following estimates for y and n' /n have been found, '21!
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and

er „ 1/2
n T EVa ^ _e_ c e>
n T ^ to

a

The possible excitation of kinetic Alfvén waves (KAW's) by energetic ion

density gradients during neutral beam injection or alpha particle produc-

tion, taking the radial mode structure correctly into account by including

the finite gyroradius effect was first investigated in F 221. However, in

slab geometry the derived fourth-order differential equation for the Alfvén

waves is valid only for rather short radial wavelengths. In cylindrical

geometry (or a torus with a very large aspect ratio), the slab model is

incompatible with the boundary condition at r = 0. Therefore, if one uses

the equation of Ref. [22] in cylindrical geometry, a global unstable mode

can be found even when the energetic ion contribution is turned off. The

problem was reexamined numerically in [23J using the correct fourth-order

cylindrical equation. For the alpha particles, it was assumed that the

equilibrium velocity distribution is a Maxwellian with temperature T and

that the spatial profiles are given by

P.. n 2
— = exp[-(r/L ) 1 (35)

ao ao

The poloidal mode coupling induced by the toroidal magnetic gradient and

curvature drifts of alpha particles was neglected. It follows from the

numerical results of [23] that neutrally stable, discrete, radial eigen-
2 2 2

Kodes of the shear Alfvén wave (<J = k V ; k = (m-£q)/qR) are desfabllized
it A 'I

in the presence of alpha particles (p * 0), provided the particles are

faster than the Alfvén speed. The growth rate is largest tor the funda-

mental mode and decreases with increasing radial mode number. Although the

electron Landau resonance contributes to damping, which increases with

increasing radial rinde number, the combined effect of alpha particles ami

electron damping destabilizes the modes with low radial mode numbers.
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Figure 7 shows the eiganfunctions of the unstable fundamental and second

radial harmonics for the followi-ig parameters: 2. = - 4, m = - 3, q = 3 ,

T i= T g = 30 keV, B = 45 kG, n Q = 1 0
1 4 cm"3, ?i = 3 g

T 3.5 MaV, R = 4 m, a = 1 m, and L
a

). 3 m.

2%, 3 = 3%,
' ao '

22

Fig. 7. Ine eigenf unctions (Reit/r) of the unstable fundamental and
second r a d i f l harmonics for I = 4, m = - 3. The
eigenfrequencies are Q = 1.009 + 0.013i and 1.039 + 0.0101,
respec t ive ly . From Ref. [231.

The local dispersion relation in the short radial wavelength limit (?r ?)r =
2 2 2

ik , k >> m /r , k. = k ) gives the approximate expression for the growth-

rate due to the alpha particles as

1/2 2
u ' 8 T V, (a>. lu )

' a oa A *a' o
2 2

(36)

where w i s t h e r e a l p a r t of the wavt' frequency and V = I (b )exp( -b )
o v M ao o a l a i

w i t h 1 b e i n g t h e z e r o t h - o r d e r m o d i f i e d B p s s e l f u n c t i o n and b = -=•
O r t Ot Z

(k v /a) ) . Eq. (36) shows that the alpha particle contribution is de-

mcT n'/(re Bn ) and OJ - t k V havo opposite
a a a a o 'I As tab i l i z ing whenever co

signs. This is numerically confirmed in Fig. 7, where the growth rate Im y

for the fundamental radial mode is plotted against L /a for T values of
1 a ot
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3.5, 2.0, and 1 MeV. It follows also that (i) t1 . jrowth rate is higher

for larger T , (ii) it increases with decreasing L , and (iii) for fixed
a a

T , there exists a critical L below which the mode is unstable.
a a

The last property is equivalent to the threshold condition for the instab-

ility y > Y , where
a - e

)2(k,p ) 2

( 3 7 )

is the damping rate due to the electron resonance. Using eqs. (36) and

(37) one obtains the condition

. p r T v
K < SLJ22LJUS. - (38)

for fixed values of 3 and T .
• a a

A detailed analytical and numerical study of the destabilization of KAW's

and global Alfvén eigenmodes (GAE's) by passing alpha particles was done in

[24]. For the KAW's, improvements were made with respect to the previous

studies of Ref. [23] by including the sideband coupling between the

resonant contributions at u = k,, . .V,., where k.. .. = (m±l-J.q)/qR. The
'I m ± 1 il 11 ,m±l

results show that the growth rate of KAW's increases with increasing I ml ,

see Figure 8.
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parameters
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Fig. 8. Overall growth rate y of kinetic Alfvén waves as function of
Iml. [24

The mode 1 = - 11, m = -10 has been identified numerically as the most un-

stable mode. The growth rate for this mode as function of L and T is

shown in Figs. 9 and 10. It follows that the growth rates of KAW's are

sensitive to the models used for finite gyroradius effects and are reduced

either by broadening the radial distribution or by lowering the temperature

of the alpha particles.

10

O 5

Kinetic Alfven Waves
TFTR parameters

Using WKB k.

O.I 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5

Fig. 9. Overall growth rate y of kinetic Alfvén wave (-11,-10) as a
function of L , [24].
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~ io

o -

Kinetic Alfven Waves
TFTR parameters
Using W K.B k?

Fig. 10. Overall growth ra te y of k ine t i c Alfvén wave (-11,-10) as a
function of T , \ 24 ] .

The global Alfvén eigenraodes have frequencies below the lower edge of the
2 2

Alfvén continuum, i . e . co < (k V ) . , and are formed as a resu l t of the

presence of the e q u i l i b r i u m cu r r en t d e n s i t y g rad ien t and f i n i t e co/oo

e f f ec t s . The possible exci ta t ion of these mode by passing alpha p a r t i c l e s ,

a t f r equenc ies and wave number sa t i s fy ing k#\f « u, k V and k,p << 1,
Da II A 1 a

was for the first time investigated in [24]. In the local approximation,

the growth rate caused the alpha particles minus the damping rate due to

electrons is, [24]

0)
4k,, R '

* , . + R . 1m+1 m-1

2
m co

i c i

(39)

te

Here co i s t h e r e a l p a r t of t he f r e q u e n c y of GAE's l o c a l i z e d a t r = r
^ 2

where k,,V, a t t a i n s i t s minimum v a l u e , and R , , i s def ined by
ii A mi 1
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R m ± 1 = ^ / d3v(vJ/2 + v2) fa5(^:,m±1v,) (40)

a

where /d v f = 1. From eq. (39), the following facts can be seen:

(i) In order to have alpha particle destabilization, the modes excited

must have w < to. .
*a

(ii) The maximum destabilization occurs for modes with smallest possible

(iii) Since k,, > 1/qR and R are of order unity, the alpha particle
'I — m± 1

perturbation is of crder 3 << 1.

The GAE with (l,m) = (0,-2) has been identified numerically as the most

dangerous mode which remains unstable for a broad range possible alpha

particle distributions. Figure 11 shows the growth rate y of the (0,-2)

mode as a function of L /a for a Maxwellian distribution of alpha particles

specified by temperature T . The tokamak parameters used in calculations

are those of TFTR: R = 248 cm, a = 85 cm, B = 52 kG. It can be seen that

Y attains the maximum value at some L /a between 0.4 and 0.6. This can be
a a

understood as follows. On the one hand, increasing L increases the number

of alphas overlapping the mode and increases the growth. On the other

hand, increasing L decreases u>. /a), which weakens the drive for the

growth. These two competing effects yield an optimal L .
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-10-

-15

Ta= 1.5 MeV
Ta= 1.0 MeV

O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
La/rp

Fig. 11. Growth rate y of global Alfven eigenmode (0,-2) as a function
of L for T = 3.5, 2, 1.5, and 1 MeV, [241.

a cc

The effect of a slowing-down distribution of alpha particles on the growth

rate of the (0,-2) GLE as compared with a Maxwellian distribution is

demonstrated in Table I. It follows that the growth rate for the slowing-

down distribution are larger for the same effective slowing-down tempera-

ture, T , defined by

7".,
(MeV)

0.81

1.00

1 13
1.24

j-(Maxwelliaii)
MOVc ')

I 64
2.70

3.27

3.7.1

•,'!sliming down)
(10' sec ')

4.74
5.4H
6 20

Table I . Growth ra tes of global Alfvén eigenmodes, comparing Maxwellian
and slowing-down d i s t r i b u t i o n s , TFTR parameters, Lff = 29 cm,
mode ( 0 , - 2 ) , [ 2 4 ] .
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1.2.2 Quasi-linear transport of alpha particles due to drift

instabilities

The qualitative features of the anomalous transport of alpha particles

induced by the thermonuclear drift instability of shear Alfvén waves in a

tokamak plasma has been discussed in [251 by using the local WKB approxima-

tion. It has been estimated that in the case of an instability character-

ized by eqs. (30)—(31), [20], the radial component of the quasi-linear

resonant flux of the alpha particles is characterized by the diffusion

coefficient

D = q 1 8 - ~ aV. (42)
a M R a n E A

a a

where W is the wave energy density. Defining an alpha particle confinement

time as

( 4 3 )

i t follows that the transport induced is faster than the colli: ional energy

transfer from alpha particles to the plasma, when T < t , or

rt i i PJ 1/2

n E ~ t q p M . U I L

a a M a i ci s

Tak ing , for example qe = 1, a = 120 cm, T = 15 keV, B = 50 kG, n
1431 4 - 310 cm and InA = 20 yields

where D = cT/(16eB) is the Bohm diffusion coefficient and W/n E > 3*10

This indicates that a large transport of alpha particles is to be expected

as a result of the considered drift instability. However, assuming that

the anomalous energy transfer time x satisfies i > n E /2y W, it

an an - a a a
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follows that T > 0.5 T . This means that an enhanced anomalous ener^v
an ~ a

transfer from the alpha particles to the plasma may also appear, so that

there might be no deleterious effect of the tnstabilttv.

The above results are not consistent with conclusions of Ref. r26"l where

the condition under which the thermonuclear drift instabilities lead to

turbulent diffusion of alpha particles has been given as

AE
% « c

Here, i the containment time of the resonant alpha particles in the plasma
P

and AE is the particle energy variation range. If the above inequality is

not satisfied, the alpha particles will leave the resonance region because

of the Coloumb collisions. The time i has been estimated as
P

2 E n t. 17, | 2

p v ^Ak ' AE n Y 'wA
 j ( 4 7 )

r b a a *a

where Ak, is the variation range of the extension of the excited wave
b

spectrum, v is the fraction of alpha particles entering the resonance

region and y is the effective damping rate. Thus, it follows that the
d

condition (46) can be satisfied only when the spectrum of excited waves is

sufficiently wide. Moreover, it has been concluded in l26i that, for in-

stabilities excited by alpha particles with monotonically decreasing

velocity distribution where n ~ nt /t-, the condition (46) is not ful-

filled and therefore there is no turbulent diffusion of alpha particles.

On the other hand, the condition (46) can be satisfied for instabilities

excited at n /n « t /t, when f ~ 5(v-v ). Note that these conclusions
a s f a a

are based on the used local WKB approximation and may, therefore, have only

limited significance.

An additional mechanism for anomalous alpha particle diffusion my be as-

sociated with a stochastic motion of the destabilizing alpha particles

which arises due to an overlapping of radially neighbouring Alfvén

resonances. This problem has been analyzed in • 23 1 where it has been shown

that the stochastic.i.ty is induced at low amplitudes c i/T > 0.05, implying
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3 2
a diffusion coefficient D > 4.4*10 cm /s (for the TFTR parameters).

1.3 Thermonuclear loss-cone instabilities

1.3.1 Anisotropy in the alpha particle velocity distribution

Thermonuclear loss-cone microinstabilities can be excited in a tokamak

reactor by an anisotropy in the alpha particle velocity distribution which

may arise because of either direct orbit losses, .271, or ripple losses,

[29j, of high energy alpha particles. For times much shorter than the

slowing-down time, x , the anisotropy in the alpha particle velocity

distribution function can be approximated by

fa(v,x) = fx(v) f2(v,x)

with

n v-v 2

/ii V V* tt a

f?(v,X) = TjZ~.~7 Z n(-l)p fy-x (v)1 , (49)
u-ncj_ x2; p = 1 ) 2 P

where x. = v /v, x, and x~ denote the boundaries of the loss region in

2 X

velocity space, V = 2T/(m +m ), TI(X) = / <5(x')dx'. The function £„ re-

presents the anisotropy in the alpha particle velocity distribution due to

the absence of particles with pitch angles x, ^ X < X7-

In the case of direct orbit losses of alpha particles the loss boundaries

are determined by, cf [28],

±KRB + {RB(A+l)[K
2-P2(l±rB)

2l'1/2

|Xp| = TR^fUr^f (50)

where the upper and lower signs correspond to p = 1 and p = 2, respective-



ly. Here, R = R and r = r denote the alpha particle birth point (the

lengths are normalized to the limiter radius a), F(r) is the normalized

poloidal flux function determined by the current density profile, K = F(l)

- F(r ), A is the aspect ratio and P = 2T m v /(e Au I). The condition for
B a a a o

the existence of alpha particle orbit losses, and thus the anisotropy in

the alpha distribution, reduces to a restriction of the plasma current,

[28], (see also Sec. II).

XMA

where

[F(D - F(r )]
p ~ 5 (5 7)
S " A1/2{[l+rB/A)(3rB/2 + ± ) ]

1 / 2 + [(1+1/A)(f +r B/2)}
l / 2\

In the case of toroidal ripple losses of alpha particles in a tokamak, an

anisotropy in the alpha distribution will be formed if

where 9 is the poloidal angle, N is the number of magnetic cois and 5(r,<?)

is the modulation amplitude in the magnetic field. If the condition (53)

is satisfied, the particles may be trapped in ripple wells, thereby drift-

ing out of the plasma, by two processes: collisional and collisionless

ripple trapping. The latter has been found to be the main and most effec-

tive loss mechanism for banana-trapped alpha particles, [29 ]. By estimat-

ing characteristic particle loss times for collisionless ripple trapped

particles, it has also been concluded that after a period of a few bounds

times almost the whole banana trapped region for alpha particles may be

considered as a loss region in velocity space. Thus, the alpha particle

distribution function can be approximated by eqs. (48)-(49), where now y

denotes the boundaries of the banana trapping region, i.e. y = -(2z)

and x9 = (2O
1 / 2.
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1.3.2 Excitation conditions

In Refs. [ 27-29 _], the thermonuclear cone ins tabi l i t ies of fast magneto-

acoustic Alfvén and shear-Alfvén waves with frequencies u << u have
ce

been considered. The instabilitv growth rate, Y , has been assumed to
a

sat isfy the condition y > u) , where u> = v /qR, and the analysis has
ct bcc bet 'I

been performed using local WKB approximations- It has been found that

waves with k < 0 and k > 0 are excited on the left-hand (p = 1) and the

right-hand boundary (p = 2) of the loss region, respectively. The cone

instabilities may develop not only for oblique but also for longitudinal

wave propagation k = 0.

The waves propagating along the magnetic field interact with passing alpha

particles through the resonance conditions

OJ ± w^-k^Vg = 0 (54)

where the upper sign corresponds to a fast magneto-acoustic Alfvén wave,

the lower to a shear Alfvén wave. In the r.ase of direct orbit losses of

alpha particles, excitation of fast magneto-acoustic Alfvén waves is

possible on both boundaries of the loss region and excitation of shear

Alfvén waves is possible on the right-hand boundary, 27 I. If the ani-

sotropy in the alpha distribution is caused by the ripple losses of alpha

particles, fast magneto-acoustic Alfvén waves can be excited both on the

left-hand and the right-hand boundary of the loss region, whereas the

excitation of shear Alfvén waves with k = 0 is not possible, i 29 I.

Another condition for the excitation of fast magneto-acoustic Alfvén waves

is

IX | > 2 . 8 ^ (55)
v a

where the equal.lt) is attained at k V = 1.2 to . The growth rate of the

instability with k, = 0 is, by the order of magnitude,
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n v
a a

n v
a a

1 /2 n V ri
^ (2s) t

(orbit losses)

(ripple losses)

(56)

Since the damping due to plasma electrons and ions of the inasneto-acoustic

wave with k = 0 is much smaller than io , the threshold value of the aloha
1 bet

particle density at which wave exitation begins can be estimated by the

condition y
a

cr

ba

r v

This gives approximately

qRoj
ci

2eV

ci

(orbit losses)

(ripple losses)

(57)

Thus, the thermonuclear cone instabilities associated with the ripple

losses of alpha particles should be much more easily excited than those
3

caused by the direct orbit losses. Taking as an example qR ~ 10 en, z =

0.1, T 10 keV and B
c r —4

40 kG we have n /n ~ 10 in the case of the
a

ripple losses. Comparing this with the steady-state alpha particle density

for a 10 keV plasma, ncr n x = 6*10
a s

-4

for ins tabi l i ty are probably not met

with temperature

that the instability seeras to be possible.

n, it follows that the conditions
cr

However, n

Taking instead T = 20 keV we find n C r = 8*10~ n

is rapidly increasing

so

Finally, it can be noted that waves propagating at an angle to the magnetic

field (k - 0) may be excited by the Cerenkov resonance to = k v , [27"!. in

this case the excitation of both fast magneto-acoustic and shear Alfvén

waves is possible on either boundary of the loss region. However, the
2

growth rates of these instrbilities are lower by a factor (<o /k )
2

/k,v ) than

cr r
those given by (56), and the values of n /n are, correspondingly, higher.
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1.3.3 Quasi-linear development of the magneto-acoustic cone instability

The quasi-linear development of the magneto-acoustic cone instability for

waves propagating along the magnetic field has been investigated numerical-

ly • [27J, and analytically, [28J. By assuming that the alpha particle

density in the region where the instability is localized remains low com-

pared to the value nt /t , where t = 4/n <av>, the effect of Coulomb col-

lisions has been neglected. In order to simplify the problem, it has also

been assumed that quasi-linear diffusion takes place along lines where v =

const. Then a representation of the alpha particle function in the form

f (v,t) = f (v) f (x,t) will remain valid throughout the development of the

intability.

The quasi-linear evolution of the alpha particle velocity distribution

begins at the time when the alpha density reaches the critical value of
c r

n = n (0), which corresponds to Y = '-o, • The first wave to get excited

is the one with Ik V I << 1 since it has the lowest threshold value for the

alpha particle density. If the characteristic time of variation of n in

the absence of instability, i.e. n (0)t /n, is much longer than the

characteristic time of the instability (y -'-O, ) » a quasi-stationary state

is established. The unstable wave will rapidly cause the alpha particle

distribution function to change due to quasi-linear diffusion. This

process is most efficient for those values of kf| and j for which the

gradient 3 f /ox ± 0 is large. As a result, the distribution function fn
2

will rapidly adjust so as to eliminate the wave growth. The quasi-

stationary solution for f can be approximately written as

' n a ( 0 ) t
— ~ , - 1 < X < o(t)

n t - -

f 2 ( x , t ) = - (58)

H e r e , f.hu f i r s t p a r t o f t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n , n ( 0 ) t / n t , d e s c r i b e s

t h e p a r t i c l e s w h i c h h a v e n o t yet ; b o e n a f f e c t e d by q u a s i - l i n e a r d i f f u s i o n .

T h e s e c o n d p a r t , F, (y ) , i s di; t e r m i n e r ! by t h e r e q u i r e m e n t t h a t ; y - M = 0
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and it describes the particles which have already reached a quasi-

stationary state due to the quasi-linear diffusion. The solution for F̂

is

n (0)V
A

4 ™ n v
ci a

2N
(1 -X )

• ' • 1

(59 )

The location of the erosion (diffusion) front 5(t) is determined bv F (5) =
n a ( 0 ) t

— . F i g u r e 12 shows t h e e v o l u t i o n of t h e a l p h a p a r t i c l e d i s t r i b u -
t f - 1

t i o n f u n c t i o n f o r t h e p a r a m e t e r s v /V, = 3 . 7 5 , w /w , = 1 . 2 5 , ('.0, t , )
„ , cc A cot c i ba f

1 .6* IO~ , 8u w /a) = 1 . 3 x 1 0 , and |v | = 0 . 7 5 , which c o r r e s p o n d to a

plasma w i t h 3 = 0 . 1 , T = 10 keV, n = 2>=10 cm and w = 3.8><I0 s .

- 1
0 7

Fig. 12. Evolution of the alpha particle velocity distribution function
during the quasi-linear development of the magneto-acoustic
cone instability. _ (-—) analytical solution, C 21; ( )

d correspond to timen u m e r i c a l s o l u t i o n , I 27 I. Curves a , b ,
m o m e n t s x = 0 , 4 * 1 0 \ 9 x l O 3 , a n
w - 3.8xl05 sec" 1).

1A x 10 J ( T =
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The establishing of the quasi-steady state means tha^. practically all aloha

particles entering the region of instability also enter the velocity loss

rejion and leave the plasma colunn. The alpha particle loss fraction, at a

given time t, is given by

K L ( t ) = — t
(t)

1+6(t)

ba A
n (0)t , v t

ci a

(60)

The time variation of the loss fraction tC is shown in Fig. 13. It follows

that the considered quasi-linear diffusion process represents a very ef-

ficient loss mechanism for alpha particles. Since the development of the

instability is associated with an expansion of the resonant wave particle

resonant region, the produced alpha particles experience an expanding ef-

fective loss region. Thus the loss fraction increases in time and for

example at the time

duced in the range -1 < x < "/.-. are lost.

-4 -1
example at the time t = 3*10 u) , almost 80% of the alpha particles pro-

i , j t 1 ,. j . 1Q-«

F i g - 1 3 . T i m e v a r i a t i o n o f t h e n i p h a p a r t i c l e l o s s f r a c t i o n ! ' , ; (
a c c o r d i n g t o e q . ( 6 0 ) , [ 2 3 1 ; ( ) n u m e r i c a l r e s u l t , r 2 7 1.
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Time evolution of the density of the total magneto-acoustic wave energy, U,

is determined bv

V.
U(t)/nT = 4(3 /T) — — - rx1-5(t)

ir2+Y+5(t)1 (61)

which implies an energy saturation level U = U(m) given by
s

U /nT = 4(E /T)
s a ' v OJ

(62)
a. ha. f

The v a r i a t i o n of U(t)/U is shown in Fig. 14 for the parameters considered
3 -7

b e f o r e . The sa tura t ion level U = 3.2x10 nT is reached in a time period
-4 s

t(DL xlO ~ 1.
ba

0 4

Fig . 14. Time e v o l u t i o n of the d e n s i t y of the t o t a l mp.gne t o - a c o u s t i c
wave e n e r g y U n o r m a l i z e d by i t s s a t u r a t i o n l e v e l U, ~7 [ 13.2xlO" 7 nT, e q s . [281.

1.4 General comments

Investigations of thermonucloar instabilities in tokamak reactors Ivivc;

received a strong focus during many years due to their potential importance

and relatively extensive material has bee,: accumulated on the t'u'ory of

these instabilities. However, there are several Important issues in both
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the linear and nonlinear theory that deserve further studies. The quali-

tative, linear features of numerous thermonuclear instabilities appear by

now to be fairly well established, effects like the curvature of the mag-

netic field lines, the spatial inhomogeneity and the anisotropy of the

velocity distribution of the alpha particles being also accounted for in

several papers on this subject. On the other hand, a quantitative evalua-

tion of the instabilities requires improvements of the linear theory on the

following aspects:

(i) Most of the investigations are based on a local WKB approximation

and, therefore, should be generalized by carrying out eigenmode

analysis.

(ii) Toroidal effects: There are three types of toroidal effects. The

one associated with the toroidal drift of the passing alpha

particles. A fully two-dimensional treatment is reeded to avoid the

drift expansion. Second, the effects of trapped alpha particles

require further work particularly in connection with thermonuclear

drift and cone instabilities. Finally, the intrinsic finite inverse

aspect ration (r/R), drives various poloidal harmonics of the wave

under consideration. The poloidal harmonics of the wave field may

drive the resonant perturbed alpha current which contributes to the

growth or damping of the mode indirectly. Much analysis needs to be

done in order to estimate the overall effect qualitatively.

(iii) The instability growth rates and the threshold conditions should be

evaluated by using realistic alpha particle distributions. This

problem is related to a still unresolved question of whether or not

synergetic effects might provide an inversion of the alpha particle

velocity distribution.

As regards the nor.linear theory of the thermonuclear ionntabiliti.es, the

problem of what is the influence of the instabilities on the transport op

alpha particles as well ns on the bulk plamnn is largely unresolved, 'won

within the framework of the wel1-established weak turbulence theory, the

main difficulty in die analysis is the evaluation of the spoof: ruin of the

unstable waves. A partial, but ne vertnei o:-;y useful, description of the
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anomalous transport referred to as a quasi-linear description, has been

given in the approximation in which the dynamics of the waves are treated

as linear so that the anomalous particle fluxes are expressed in terms of

the turbulent spectrum. This has allowed to predict a number of qualitat-

ive features of the anomalous transport simply on the basis of character-

istic properties of the wave spectrum, i.e. its symmetry prooerties.

In the case of thermonuclear instabilities excited by alpha particles with

a non-monotonic velocity distribution, the quasi-linear theory indicates

that an anomalous diffusion flux of high-energy alpha particles will be

produced towards the oucer regions of the plasma provided that an inversion

of the alpha velocity distribution will be created due to fast plasma heat-

ing or other synergetic effects- Similar effects will accompany thermo-

nuclear cone instabilities where the resulting quasi-linear diffusion in

the velocity space transports alpha particles directly to the velocity loss

regioa and, thus, causing anomalous alpha particle losses. In the case of

thermonuclear drift instabilities, the question of whether or not these

instabilities will lead to turbulent diffusion of alpha particles regains

open and further study is needed to clarify this issue.

Regarding the influence of thermonuclear instabilities on the diffusion of

electrons and ions of the bulk plasma, a general feature Is that the turbu-
T

lent fluxes of electrons and ions due to the instabilities, " mav exceed

the neoclassical fluxes but they are many orders of magnitude less than the

Bohm flux, r , [3], i.e.

T
re,i -2 (B/40)(a/100)2

- j - « 10 - — f f 7 . _ _ (b3)

where T Is in ke\/, P> in kG, a in cm, ai.d t in seconds. For example, if B

=- 40 kG, a = 100 cm, T = 10 keV, and n = 10 cm" , then r^ Jv^ << 3x10 .

Thus, Lhf thermonuclear instabilities are not u-ingnr^ns for the containment:

of the bulk plasma.
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2. I n t e r a c t i o n of h igh -ene rgy a lpha p a r t i c l e s with magnetohvdrodvnanic

modes in tokamaks

The i n f l u e n c e of hot p a r t i c l e s p e c i e s on the magnetohydrodyr.amic (MHD)

s t a b i l i t y of tokamaks has been of s u b s t a n t i a l i n t e r e s t 37—57 in r ecen t

yea r s due to the n a t u r a l occur rence of supra thermal p a r t i c l e p o p u l a t i o n s

from n e u t r a l beaa and RF h e a t i n g and, u l t i m a t e l y , from fusion produced

a lpha p a r t i c l e s . The consequences of t h i s i n f luence depend s t r o n g l y on the

parameter range and type of mode under c o n s i d e r a t i o n . An o v e r a l l c l a s s i f i -

c a t i o n can be made in terms of the r e l a t i v e magnitude of the mode f r e -

quency, a , r e l a t i v e to the bounce-averaged p r e c e s s i o n a l d r i f t frequency of

t h e e n e r g e t i c p a r t i c l e s , to . A g e n e r a l p h y s i c a l p i c t u r e i s thaf the
Dh

energetic particles can have a stabilizing influence on normal MHD nodes

when the mode frequency is strongly off resonant kith the hot particle pre-

cessior.al frequency (i.e. '.,' << w ) and they become destabilizing when the
Dn

wave structure starts to resonate with the processional drift motion of thehot particle banana center (i.e. 'o ~ wni_)- The great majority of earlv
Dh

s t u d i e s on t h e s u b j e c t have been c o n c e r n e d w i t h t h e h o t p a r t i c l e s t a b i l i z a -

t i o n of b a l l o o n i n g modes i n t o k a m a k s , 37—421. T h i s h a s been p a r t i a l l v

m o t i v a t e d by o p e r a t i o n of n e u t r a l - b e n m - h e a t e d tokamaks a t p l a sma p r e s s u r e

c l o s e f o or i n e x c e s s of t h e i d e a l MHD h i g h - m o d e number b a l l o o n i n g l i m i t s ,

[ 3 8 j . The s t a b i l i z i n g d i r e c t s i n t h e r e g i m e '.o << w w h i c h have been

examined a r e h o t s p e c i e s f i n i t e La r mor r a d i u s O'LR) e f f e c t s ' 37 ' , lar:;-.'

d r i f t d e c o u p l i n g of t h e e n e r g e t i c p a r t i c l e s from b a l l o o n i n g modes ' 3 3 ' , riiv.l

e n h a n c e m e n t of t h e plasma c o m p r e s s i b i l i t y due t o trio e n e r g e t i c p a r t i c l e s

[ 4 0 ] .

The f i r s t i n d i c a t i o n of d e s t a b i l i z i n g i n f luence of energet ic , p a r t i c l e s cant'

in connect ion with high-power, nea r ly p e r p e n d i c u l a r n e u t r a l b-•in i n j e c t i o n

exper iments on the PoloLdal D i v e r t e r Experiment: (Pi)X), f 44-47 "L In thns<-

expe r imen t s , h u r s t s cf In rge-nmpl i tud."j M'tlJ f l u c t u a t i o n s , dubbed " f i s h -

bones" , r o t a t i n g toro i d a l l y with a frequency comparable to the t r apne ' ! -

p a r t i c l e precesr1 ion fr^quoncy of tho nnMi'.votk t rapped Ivan io ' i s , hnv.1 b.•.':'.

observed . These h u r s t s a re found to he ;is';oc i atod with ?, i gn i. f i '-an[ l.i.ssi •,

of fast: boar;1, i o n s . The f i sh'nonos \I,J-;,J br-on Lh^ori-t i c il 1 y o:q> la i a ".i !:•



energetic trapped particles induced ideal Internal k ink. modes ' '+9—51 ' ,

while their high-frequency MHD-type precursors nave been identified as

energetic trapped particle-induced ideal ballooning nodes 52"'. The ex-

cited modes are new and separate branches of the internal kink and the

ballooning node dispersion relation, respectively, with both the real fre-

quencies and growth rates comparable to the trapped-particle precession

frequency. The theory predicts also that circulating beam ions arising

from tangential neutral-beam injection will net resonantly destabilize the

internal kink, ' 49J, should ?. kink still appear, the loss of circulating

ions should be several times smaller than for perpendicular injection,

i_ 50J. However, during tangential neutral-beam injection into the Princeton

Beta Experiment (PBX) tokamak, bursts of both low-frequency and high-fre-

quency instabilities have been observed, \ 491. The associated losses of

energetic beam ions have been comparable to the losses induced by the fish-

bone instability during penendicul.ir injection. These observations are

consistent with a different theoretical interpretation of the fishbone

instability presented in [55] where the fishbone oscillations havs been

related to kink mode existing in thvi plasma even in the absence of ener-

getic particles. This mode is driven unstable by a positive dissipation

process and its frequency is nor anchored to '-> being finite.

Other MI-ID modes, besides the internal kink ::-..! ballooning modes, which hava

been considered as candidates for fishbone-like instabilities are resistive

interchange-ballooning modes, ! 56 , and global Alfvén nodes, 57'. The

latter are particularly interesting since they do not experience convect U v

damping and thus have a vr-""/ low threshold of excitation.

2.1 Effects of alpha particles on tokajy.k ballooning stability

The possibility that t"'1'̂  energetic i-artl.c1.os could enhance .stability of

balloon! v ; modes lr; tok.arn.iks har; led to i:he examination of rl i f r LTCMI f

stabilizing mechanism:-. A strong stabilisation of high-inoJo-n 'i;.iV>e r

ballooning instabilities due to the FLR effects of the ener;.?tir. part id i\;

(neutral beam or, similarly, alpha pirt; iclcs) has h/v-n d^mor s t r.i t • >d In

[ 37]. This is shown in F i;;. {":>, wher-v. the growth rat 2 of t'ru> hal loon! :v,

mode is computed .)r; a function m" ('.In* b.-am d.'n'.'ty n̂  for v.'i r i our; v.-'.lu-'!-; nr
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the bean temperature, T . Initially, the plasma is unstable with ? ~ •?. -
b e i

= 1% and the eigenfraquencv is .o/Q = - 0.197 + 9.051 where " = k,c 7 s/Rq
o o - i A

with s = rq'/q-

c
3

Fig. 15. Imaginarv part of CJ/Q as a function of n, /n for various
Tb/T., [371.

It follows that the higher the bean energy, the stronger the overall bean

stabilization. For T /T = 20, the growth rate of the node decreases
b i

i n i t i a l l y as the beam i s turned on because the FLR e f f e c t of the bean h e l p s

s t a b i l i z e t h e mode. When n /n becomes l a r g e t h e beam d r i f t resonance
b e

dominates and the growth rate of the mode increases.

The stabilizing effects of fast ions on localized ballooning modes have

also been pointed in [33', where isotropic passing particles in the zero-

bounce frequencv litr.it, u >> |'o|, « have been analvzed. The stabiliza-
Dh b

tion takes place because the energetic particles, on the one hand, just

move too fast: on the time scale of the instability to be able to interact

with it (i.e. by rapidly averaging the potential over many spatial oseiL-

lations, the hot particles effectively "see" a much weaker perturbation),

while on the other hand, they dig a dianagnetic well in the equilibrium

profile.

In Rc-f. [ 40 I , the energetic particle stabi.!. i z.nt i on oT ideal M!!l) b-illoinin»

modes has been examined in the opposite li'irit 'o > '•' >> I M I • It ha?; be;-n

found that an anisot. pic population of highly eno rg'-t! c na rt ic. Ins, deep 1 v

trapped on the unfavourable curvatury sid-i of a tolcamaV. (so that rurvatur.-
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and diamagnetic drifts are in the same direction), compressionally stabil-

ize the ballooning modes and hence, provide direct stable access from the

low-beta first stability regime to the high-beta second stability regime of

confinement in tokamaks. Figure 16 shows various stability boundaries in
2 2 2

shear s • rq'/q and normalized core beta a - - 2R q P'/B , with the beta
2 2 2 c C

of the hot particles a - - 2R q P'/B and their degree of localization 0
as parameters (P and P, are the hot and core plasma pressures),

c n

OS 16 24 32 JO <J 8 M < '.

Fig. 16. Marginal stability boundaries in shear s and normalized core
beta a , for maximal hot beta and various degrees of localiza-
tion 0 , [40].

The two dashed curves show the well-known boundaries for first and second

ballooning stabillcy (without hot particles). The dotted lines indicate

the validity limits of the analysis, i.e. the results are valid to the left

of the dotted line at a given 0 • The solid curves in Fig. 16 are the

stability boundaries in the presence of energetic particles, at every point

on these curves a is chosen to have its maximum value allowed by the con-
h

dition u>_, lo.. > 0, where to., is the diamagnetic drift frequency of hot
Dn ™h *hDn

particles. The results indicate that energetic particles trapped, for

example, between 0 • ± u/4 are able to stabilize ballooning for shear

values up to s • 0.9 and for core .eta values up to and beyond the second

stability threshold.
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A systematic theory of coupling between a trapped, precessing alpha

particle population and ballooning modes in tokamaks has been developed in

[41-43] where stability results over the parameter ranges of ignition ex-

periments have also been obtained. The analysis is based on equations

describing short wavelength ballooning modes in an arbitrary toroidal equi-

librium which have been derived using a general gyrokinetic formalism. The

finite Larntor effect of the hot and background species have been retained

and the hot population response has been evaluated for frequencies on the

order and below the energetic particle precessional drift frequency. The

analysis also assumes that the bounce frequency of energetic particles is

large compared to their drift frequency, I.e. w_. « to. . Both Maxwellian
Lm D

[41] and slowing-down models [42,43] have been used for the alpha energy

dependence as well as deeply trapped [42] and isotropic [43] pitch angle

dependences have been examined. The slowing-down distribution is the most

appropriate model for alpha particles in ignited plasmas and it has a

significantly greater influence on ballooning stability than the Maxwellian

distribution because of the larger fraction of particles in the energy

range of the drift resonances, [42]. In performing the stability calcula-

tions, the tokamak equilibrium has been described using nearly concentric

circular flux surface model as well as more realistic analytical and

numerical models that include the higher order poloidal harmonics of the

equilibrium.

The effects of alpha populations on tokamak ballooning stability have been

examined for a range of parameters that should characterize break-even and

ignition experiments. The results discussed below are based on the si ow-

ing-down alpha distribution model.

(1) Isotropic pitch-angle alpha distribution [43]

2 2The pressure gradient ratio a. /a , where a. - - 8uq P' /B , hash e n,c n,c
been varied over the range from 0 to 0.5 and the electron tempera-

ture T from 10 to 40 keV. Other parameters entering these calcula-
e ? 2

tions are V » k~p /2 « 0.04, q - 1.7 to 2, R/a - 3.5 and R/r - 6
i P

(r is the pressure gradient scalelength). In Fig. 17, a dependence
P
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of marginal stability curves on the equilibrium parameter X •
r P

-(2q R/B r ) / (dP/dr)r dr Is examined for a parabolic pressure
o

profile X - 0.25 a, where a - a +a. .
p c h

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

UNSTABLE —

I I J L
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Fig . 17. Marginal s t a b i l i t y boundaries for X la - 0 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 1 , 0 .15 , and
0 . 2 5 w i t h <x h /a c - 0 . 3 , T e - 20 keV, b j • 0 . 0 4 , and q - 1 .7 ,
[ A 3 ] .

As may be seen, increasing X /a monotonically stabilizes the first
P

stability beta limit. This effect Is related to the increasing

shift of the flux surface, modifying the curvature experienced by

the plasma in a favourable direction (X is proportional to the flux
P

surface shift and to ef3 ). However, on the lower right-hand side of
P

the unstable region raising X tends to destabilize the ballooning
P

boundary. X can be thought as a flux surface label, with the

larger values representing flux surfaces closer to the edge. A

typical trajectory through the s, a , X /a parameter space would
c p

then start at a - 0, s • 0, X /a - 0 and move outward, Increasing
c p

a , s, and X /a simultaneously up to some maximum a and then return

back to the a - 0 axis, while continuing to Increase s andX /a.
P
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In Figs. 18 anJ 19 the sensitivity of the stability boundaries to
a /a i s shown for T - 20 keV and T - 30 keV. At both values of
h e e e

T increasing the values of a la. destabilizes the first stability
e he

boundary (left-hand regi^:N and stabilizes the lower right-hand

portion of the boundary-
1.6

Fig. 18. Marginal stability boundaries for ah/ac " 0 , 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5
for T - 20 keV, X /a - 0.25, b. - 0.04, and q - 1.7, |43].

e p l
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Fig. 19. Marginal stability boundaries for au/a - 0, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5
for Tg - 30 keV, \ /a - 0.25, ^ - 0.04, and q - 1.7, [43l.

Finally, Fig. 20 demonstrates that Increasing values of T at fixed

ratio a /a lowers the first stability limit and eventually closes
n c

access between first and second stable regimes. On the other hand,

for T < 20 keV, increased access between the stable regions is

possible. The increasing destablllzatlon with rising electron

temperature is due to the stronger coupling between background and

hot species (i.e. the to * u resonance intercepts a greater frac-
un

tion of the hot species distribution).
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Fig. 20. Marginal s tab i l i ty boundaries for au/<*c • 0 .3,
d 40 k V \ / 0 2 5 b 0O4and 40 keV, \ p / o - 0 .25 ,

au/<*c
.O4, and q

case with no hot component i s shown (a. /a
h c

T - 10, 20, 30,
1.7. Also, the

0 ) , f 431.

( i i ) Deeply trapped alpha distribution [42]

The dependences of s tab i l i t y boundatles a, la with T - 20 keV and
he e

on T with a /a - 0.3 are shown in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively.
As may be seen in Fig. 21, increasing o. la blocks off access be-

h c
tween the first and second stable regions at low shear and generally
increases the size of the unstable region at low s and a . However,

c
at h igh s h e a r and a t the r i g h t hand boundary (a * 1 to 1 . 6 ) , l n -

c
creasing a /a actually shrinks the unstable region somewhat until

n c

at a./ a, " 0.4 it closes it off from the top. An increase of the

size of the unstable region and distortion of the access between the

stable regions is also obtained for Increasing values of T at fixed

a /a , as shown in Fig. 22. Comparison of the isotropic alpha pitch

and deeply trapped alpha results Indicates that the deeply trapped

alpha particles play an important role in the observed deatablllza-

tion of ballooning modes. These particles can deteriorate balloon-

ing stability boundaries for electron temperatures and values of the

alpha particle pressure which may be attained in near-terra breakeven
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experiments. This deterioration takes the form of closing off the

access between first- and second-stability regimes, even with back-

ground plasma finite Larmor stabilization present•

/ ' J
\

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 J.8

Fig. 21. Dependence of stability boundaries on a. /a with Ta » 20 keV, q
- 2, b± - 0.04, R/r - 6, [42], n C 6
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Fig. 22. Dependence of s tab i l i ty boundaries on T for au/ot
q - 2, b± - 0.04, R/r - 6, [42],

- 0.3,

2.2 Excitation of internal kink modes by energetic particles - the

"fishbone" instability

2.2.1 Experimental verification of fishbone oscillations, [44-47]

High-beta operation on PDX with near perpendicular beam injection exhibited

a new instability called the fishbone instability, f44,451. The main

features of this instability can be summarized as follows:

(i) Enhanced poloidal magnetic field fluctuations ("fishbone oscilla-

tions") have been observed at high-power beam injection 3q < 0.045.

From their characteristic signature on the Mirnov coils, the

oscillations have been identified as m - 1, n - 1 modes localized

near the q - 1 surface. They are characterized by repetition rate

of 1-10 msec and a duration time of < 1 msec, see Fig. 23.
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Fig. 23. The time evolution of the soft-x-ray emission along the central
chord, t-he 6Q signal from a coil near the outer wall of the
vacuum r*sel, and the fast neutron flux. Expansion of the
data w <*> i wo "fishbones" is also shown. From Ref. [44].

(ii) Each sign! • /i it frequency component of the signals Is found to be

rotating t» t te ion dlamagnetlc drift direction (also the fast-Ion

precession /. rection). The oscillation frequency within a fishbone

is ~ 10-> kHz, but precursors at 50-150 kHz have sometimes been

observed.

(Hi) The frequency of the m - 1 mode scales as

f ~ E (64)

where E . is the beam injection energy and I is the plasma cur-

rent, and it Is comparable to the precession frequency of deeply

trapped energetic particles at about the beam energy.

(iv) The instability ejects bursts of fast ions which are correlated with

fishbone activity and causes a drop in the neutron emission as large

as 40%. It may occount for a 20-40% loss of the beam heating power
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and thus may be responsible for the observed saturation of beam

heating at high pq.

(v) A broad band of RF noise up to 500 MHz appears only during the fish-

bone bursts. The presence of particles at energies 75-80 keV

indicates that a strong accelerating mechanism is present in the

plasma. Thus lower-hybrid waves or high-harmonic ion cyclotron

waves may be responsible for the acceleration of the beam particles.

The above observations suggest that the fishbone instability is excited due

to a resonant interaction between the m • 1, n • 1 mode and the precession

motion of trapped beam ions. Thus, beam ions from tangential neutral-beam

injection, for which there are fewer trapped fast ions, should not

resonantly destabilize the mode. However, during tangential neutral-beam

injection into the Princeton Beta Experiment (PBX) tokamak, bursts of two

types of instabilities have been observed, [481. One instability occurs in

the frequency range 120-210 kHz and the other oscillates predominantly near

the frequency of bulk plasma rotation (20-30 kHz). Both instabilities

correlate with drops in neutron emission and bursts in charge-exchange

neutral flux, indicating that beam ions are removed from the center of the

plasma by the instabilities. The central losses are comparable to the

losses induced by the fishbone instability during perpendicular injection.

The low-frequency mode is similar in structure to the fishbone instability,

see Fig. 24. The instability rotates in the direction of the injected beam

and plasma current with a m « 1, n » 1 structure. However, the frequency

of the low-frequency mode behaves differently than the frequency of the

fishbone. For fishbones, the observation that the mode frequency is close

to the frequency of beam-ion precession but exceeds the frequency of

rotation of the bulk plasma by a factor of 3 provides strong evidence for

destabilization of the mode by the beam ions. For parallel injection,

however, the frequency of the low-frequency mode never exceeds the central

toroidal frequency by more than 10%. This result suggests that the low-

frequency mode may be stationary in the plasma frame and may not be de-

stabilized by the beam ions.

A comparison of instabilities during tangential and perpendicular neutral

injection is given in Table II.
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Quantity

BJB,
Mode freq.
Growth rate
Decay rate
Structure
80-220 kHz activity
rf activity
Largest CX burst
CX modulation
Max. CX energy
Neutrons
Diamagnetic loop

B»IB,
Frequency
Growth rate
Decay rate
Neutrons

Tangential

Low frequency burst

- 1 0 " 2

= rotation freq.
~<100 /isec)-'
- 0 0 /xsec)"1*
m « l.n— 1
always concurrent
never concurrent
II ions near E,m
weak at — 25 kHz
< l l £ i n i
A/, / / , = 20%
A/V/3i = 0.4%

High frequency burst

- 1 0 - 4

- ISO kHz
- ( 1 2 5 Msec)-'
- ( 1 5 0 Msec)"1

4/A-<l-6)%

Perpendicular

- I 0 - 2

> rotation free..
- ( 1 5 0 Msec)"1

~<400 Msec)-1"
m - 1. n — 1
sometimes concurrent
always concurrent
1 ions near E,ni

strong at — 15 kHz
Z2Em
A / , / / . = 20%
A/81/j81 = 2%

- 1 0 - 4

- 8 0 kHz
- ( 2 0 0 Msec)"1

- ( 8 0 0 ^sec)"1

A/„/ /„-3%

'Usually (when the mode decays with a "sawtooth crash"); — (200 /isec) ' occasionally.
"Usually; occasionally — (SO psec) ~ ' (when the mode decays with a "sawtooth crash").

Table II. Comparison of instabilities during tangential, [48], and per-
pendicular, [44,47], neutral-beam injection.

2.2.2 Theoretical models of fishbone oscillations, [49-51, 53-55]

A theoretical explanation of the fishbone instability in terms of energetic

trapped particle-induced ideal internal kink modes (m • 1, n • 1) has been

given in [49]. The problem has been analyzed by adopting the ideal MHD

description of the plasma core and the gyrokinetic description for the hot

component. Finite Larmor radius corrections for the hot particles have

been neglected and the following orderings have been assumed: e * a/R « 1,

p ~ 0(1), p ~ 0(c) (0 is the pololdal beta), and T /T. ~ 0(e2) which
pc p n . j p en
imply n./n ~ 0(e ). The resulting dispersion relation for the ideal

h c

internal kink mode in the presence of energetic particles can be written In

the form
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- i — + 5W + 60. * O (65)
h>. c k

A

where 6W is related to the perturbed potential energy of the core plasma

and 6W i s related to the perturbed energy content of the hot trapped par-

t ic les . The first term in eq. (65) is related to the energy sink inside an

i n e r t i a l s ingular layer of a width A « (u/u )a at q(r ) • 1. Here,
1/3 A s

<*> » V / ( 3 ' Rå) and i - r q1 i s the local shear. For a parabolic q pro-
A A S 8

f i l e 6Wc - SitAqr^yif - P ^ 8
) / R 2 w l t h Aq " 1 ~ q ( 0 ) a n d P

C8 * ~ ( R / r s ) 2 '
2 °

r P'dr. Without the trapped-particle term ÖW. eq. (65) reduces to the
ideal HHD result . Within the present orderings, the inclusion of 6W has
the most interesting effect of Introducing a trapped-particle-induced
branch which can become unstable at 6W > 0. By evaluating 6W for a mono-
energetic, single magnetic moment distribution of hot particles i t can be
found that a thresho ld l e s s unstable solution ex i s t s with u = u . ,
(u) • a) +iy), and y increasing with <P. > (the average hot trapped-particler h,t
beta within the q - 1 surface). This instability has the character of

coupling between a negative-energy/dissipation trapped-particle precession

mode and a core-plasma MHD mode, which is positively dissipated because of

the (o ~ k.V Alfvén resonance, [49]. For a slowing-down energy distrlbu-r -3/2 2tion of beam ions, F.. ~ E 6(o-a ) for 0 < E < E where E • v /2 , and o_ bn ^ o - — m
- v i / (2BE), the expression for 6Wfe i s

6Ä. - <pK i > — Jin [l -^"-) (66)
k h,t o - «D ' '

Dm

2 s

where u ^ - u D h (E - ZJ, <y> - (2/rs) / yrdr, and
o

5— [« ! ' ( « >O O O n
"öh
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. ! o f r _
2r U + R a o V '

with E(k ) and K(k ) being the complete e l l i p t i c integrals , u.. -
O O 7 7

(dinp. /dr)/ru> , and Önv - - [2E(k )/K(k ) - l]/(rRu ) . Analysis ofn,t c Dh o o ' c A
eq. (65) together with eq. (66) then reveals that, even for ÖW > 0, the

internal kink mode is destabilized if P, exceeds a critical value, i .e .
h,t

<\ , t »«>.,.< 'Vent -f^

-2
which is typically < 0(10 ) and is consistent with the observations.

Meanwhile, the growth rate is peaked near 5W = 0 and drops sharpy as 6w
c c

increases. In fact, for realistic hot particle distributions, stabiliza-

tion can be expected for ÖW > u / ^ A * This may account for the pre-

dominant occurrence of the fishbone instability near ideal MHD marginal

s tabi l i ty . Taking Aq ~ 0(10~1), i t can be found for ir6W u\/uL < 0(1)
c A Dm ~

that

"Dm > ur > ~¥ (68)

and

<69>

which tends to be of the same order as the usual MHD growth rate.

In Ref. [5l], the fishbone Instability has been investigated for a number

of high-energy trapped particle distribution functions which may arise due

to neutral beam injection, ion-cyclotron heating, and fusion alpha
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particles» The mode threshold and the growth rate of the instability have

been found to be fairly independent of the form of the distribution func-

tion. The threshold p. . has a minimum for 6W » 0 and increases lin-

A
 Mh,crit c

early in 6W for 6W > 0. The range of 6W in which the mode is unstable
c c c

for a given p decreases as the particle population becomes less deeply
h

trapped. In the case of fusion generated alpha particles, the particle

distributions have been generated using Monte Carlo techniques for the

parameters R/a - 4, r - 250 cm, B • 50 kG and q (a/2) « 1. P on axis has
s c

been 8Z. Approximately 1/5 of the particles have been trapped and their
average precession frequency has been o> - 10 /sec. For a density of n «

1 3 - 3 7
5*10 cm , the Alfvén frequency is u. = 1.6x10 /sec, giving a minimum

-3
threshold beta for the fishbone instability of (P <,.)_* " 3*10 • Assum-ing that 20Z of the core plasma beta is caused by fusion alpha particles, a

fusion plasma with a beta of 5X gives a trapped particle beta equal to

(p {••){' Whether or not fusion alpha particles will induce fishbone

oscillations will thus depend on details such as the plasma beta and the

threshold for the internal kink mode, which depends also on plasma shaping

and device parameters.

The influence of resistivity on the fishbone instability can be explored

from the generalized dispersion relation describing energetic trapped par-

ticle-induced resistive Internal kink modes, [53],

6w + 6Wk - - 8 S : 1 / 3 Q"5 / 4 r\V + W*} (70)
c k M r [ (Q 3 / 2 - i ) /4]

2 2 —1where S - x_/x i s the magnetic Reynolds number, x • 4nr /TIC , x - OJ ,
F I K A « # <* K S AA

T) i s the plasma r e s i s t i v i t y , Q « (- iio/co, )SW , and f(x) i s the gamma
A M

function. In the ideal limit where Q » 1, eq. (70) reduces to

(71)

where the leading-order resistive contribution has been kept. Recalling

that 6W ~ 0(e ) ~ 10 , it can be seen that the resistive contribution
c
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becomes comparable In magnitude to it for Sw < 10 . Thus, the resistive

correction to the ideal dispersion relation affects the growth rate only as

an effective 6W and this contribution is a stabilizing one. In the re-
c

sistive limit, where Q « 1, the dispersion relation (70) becomes

S fr-f-O
(72)

where a slowing-down model for the hot particle distribution function has

been adopted. Here Ag - - 8(wDm/u>R)"
5/4 r(5/4)/f(-l/4)> 0, and u^ - S M"

1 / 3

u is a characteristic resistive interchange inverse time scale. A rough

estimate of the instability window gives

* <\t Verits7 3 AS i l <73>

and the growth rate just above threshold is

Y • V (<ph,t ̂ ^^h.t Vent " l) (74)

Comparing the order of magnitude of the ideal and resistive thresholds

yields

Thus, a stabilizing influence of resistivity comes for u)n > w_ as a result
K um

of enhanced absorption (positive dissipation) at the resistive layer. For
present generation tokamaks of the size of the JET, u (~ 10 kHz) drops
below o) ( ~ 100 kHz) for beam injected energetic ions. In this case, a
s tab i l i ty against fishbone act iv i ty is expected due to high values of
(P,_ ) . » However, i t seems that the fishbone oscillations excited byn,t crit _

fusion alpha particles can appear in these devices since u>_ ~ 100 kHz and

3
<Pa,h>crit ~ 10~3' see Table
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POX

JET

TFTR

8

an

142

296

248

a

cm

36

118

62

B

kG

10

34.5

35

t

10

5

10

?
1.4«107

2.3>107

2.7«107

Ions

H+

H+

'H++

.„••

EO
keV

50

SO

80

3.500

3.500

cm

36

36

0

132

isotr.

isotr.

ftrap

0.46

0.46

0.33

0.28

0.14

0.1

s-1

1.7O01

1,2«10é

6.5.10'

3«10'

1.7M10»

1.9.10'

8h,crlt

3.10"'

2.10-»

0.4

0.2

3.10"1

1.7.10-1

Threshold
regime

ideal

idaal

resistive

resistive

ideal

ideal

Table III. Comparison of fishbone-thresholds In PDX, JET and TFTR for
various Ion energies. The cr i t i ca l values of p. have been
calculated according to

ph,crit

wA (ideal)

' *D < SM 1 / 3 "A (resistive)

The resonant interaction between an internal kink mode and beam injected

ions has been examined with a Monte Carlo drift orbit code, [50l. It has
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been found that the mechanism produces a beacon of ejected beam particles

correlated with the mode rotation. This mechanism appears to be effective

enough to explain the loss of beam Ions and the saturation of plasma heat-

Ing In PDX during fishbone oscillations. The particle loss process induced

by a fishbone-type instability may be understood when the presence of

large-amplitude rotating MHD modes is taken into account. The relevant

interaction Is referred to as mode-particle pumping, which is a resonance

phenomenon and has no threshold amplitude. The interaction takes place

between the large-scale rotating MHD modes and the particle drift motion

over many mode periods. As a result, the resonant particles gradually move

away from the magnetic axis. Significant beam particle loss due to such

interaction is induced only by low-m modes which extend to the edge of the

plasma. An analysis with resistive MHD equilibrium codes and the initial

value code indicates that the fishbone is due primarily to an m - 1, n • 1

internal kink and modes with m > 1 are driven by coupling produced by the

outward shift of the magnetic axis (the latter Is proportional to efl ,
P

where Pp Is the poloidal beta). Such a pump mechanism is most effective

for deeply trapped particles. It is a property of the pump mechanism that

motion of beam particles away from the magnetic axis is associated with

energy decrease. Beam particles are also pumped to higher energies, and

radially inward. In the presence of plasma rotation, particles are also

ejected with energies significantly higher than the beam injection energy.

The pump mechanism has no effect on low-energy thermal particles. General-

ly, particles are pumped outward only in a narrow toroidal range, producing

a beacon of ejected particles correlated with the rotating mode.

The existence of radlofrequency activity in PDX observed during the fish-

bone instability has been Interpreted In terms of a possible plasma instab-

ility excited by energetic beam particles, [54]. It has been shown that a

possible increase in beam intensity towards the outside of the plasma as a

result of fishbone activity may drive an electromagnetic ion Bernstein modp

unstable. Such a mode could be excited due to a cyclotron resonance with

energetic lons Doppler shifted by their precessional motion. The presence

of a positive slope in the velocity-space distribution function of the beam

particles is the source of such an instability.
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A different theoretical interpretation of the fishbone instability has been

advanced and presented in Ref. [ 55]. It is proposed that fishbone oscilla-

tions are related to one of the two m - 1 modes that are found under the

conditions for ideal MHD instability, but are rendered marginally stable by

finite ion Larmor radius effects. The excited mode has a frequency related

to the ion diamagnetic frequency and the mode excitation energy is related

to the plasma pressure gradient. The presence of a "viscous" dissipative

process (e.g., produced by a mode-particle resonance that scatters the beam

ions) is required for the ins Lability to develop. The structure of the m •

1 mode is characterized by the presence of a transition layer of thickness

A, centered around the surface r • r , where the effects of inertia resist-

ivity, core-ion diamagnetic frequency w • - (c/eBrn)dp /dr, and electron
dl il

drift frequency w # become important. In the presence of beam-injected ions

with a 8lowing-down velocity distribution, the dispersion relation can be

written as

(76)

(P y
w h e r e <S = u>/<*> , wJ = u>. . /u>. , w = u . /co A , \ u - \ ( r / R ) (P - 1 3 / 1 4 4 ) , and

- » A I di A e *e A H o s p,c
Z 2 5

The relevant growth rate for the fishbone root with u * to., is
dl

5 - 1

V P ( h - i SM
Dh

The lower-frequency mode is made unstable by the electrical resistivity and
has the growth rate y * 5SM u> /(2|i*>. u^ | ) . For typical fishbone experi-
ments, \u ~ (r / R )

2 , &. ~ T /R > p . ~ lO"1, and SM ~ 10
7. This esti-

n s x s ^ p j n n _.

mates, together with u>. ~ 20 kHz, yield a growth rate time y < 1 msec

for the fishbone mode, consistent with the time over which significant beam

particle losses were observed in the PDX. A necessary condition for the

instability is X > 0. Then, eq. (77) sets a threshold for the instability

of the fishbone. Note that the frequency of the unstable fishbone mode is
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not anchored to u being finite» This conclusion is consistent with in-
Dh

stability properties observed during tangential neutral-beam injection into

the PBX, [48].

2.3. Fishbone-like instabilities of other MHD modes

(a) Excitation of high-n ballooning nodes, [52]

The high-frequency MHD-type precursor oscillations which occur at

the beginning stage of the fishbone fluctuations in perpendicular

beam-heated PDX discharges have been identified as a new unstable

branch of the high-n MHD ballooning modes induced by trapped ener-

getic particles. This instability is excited via resonances between

the mode and trapped particle precesslonal drifts and is, thus,

similar to the fishbone instability. The excitation of the instab-

ility is strongest near MHD marginally stable situations in either

the first or the second stability region. Both the real frequencies

and growth rates of the excited ballooning modes are comparabe to

the trapped particle precession frequency. The instability thres-

hold for a slowing-down distribution of hot particles is

where s - (r/q)q' and u>_ - - (nqE /rRu )[E(k2)/K(k2) - ll. Note
Dm m c o o _

that both the critical e(5 -value for marginal 6w and <fl. > ~ w_ /to
p c h,t um

~ n are higher for the large-n ballooning modes than for the n « 1

internal kink modes.

(b) Excitation of resistive interchange-ballooning modes, [56]

An alternative interpretation of the high-frequency precursors to

the fishbone oscillations as observed on PDX has been given in terms

of energetic trapped particle-induced resistive interchange-balloon-

ing modes. It has been shown that a population of hot particles
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trapped in the region of adverse curvature can resonantly interact

with and destabilize the resistive interchange mode, which is

stable in their absence because of favourable average curvature.

The theory is valid in the deeply resistive limit where the hot

particle precessional drift frequency is much less than the

characteristic inverse resistive Interchange time scale, i.e.
- 2 1/3
u_. « u_ where u>_ » \a>. and A. - (n /S M) « 1. The trapped-
On R R A N

driven mode is a new separate branch of the resistive interchange

mode. Similarly to the fishbone instability, both the real fre-

quency and the growth rate of the excited mode are comparable to the

precessional drift frequency of energetic trapped particles. The

mode is triggered when the hot particle beta exceeds a threshold

value given by

- 3/2

where D is the usual resistive MHD quantity whose sign determines

resistive stability, [58]. Note that unlike the ideal theory of

energetic trapped-induced ballooning modes as given in [52], the

threshold condition (79) is insensitive to the choice of the hot

particle distribution function.

(c) Excitation of global Alfvén modes by trapped alpha particles, [57]

In the frequency range u> ~ u>_. , highly-energetic trapped particles

can also excite a new branch of global Alfvén eigenmodes (GAE). The

excitation mechanism is similar to that of the fishbone instability.

The instability of the GAE is particularly Interesting since these

modes do not experience convective damping and thus may have a very

low threshold of excitation. In the case of a slowlng-down velocity

distribution of energetic particles, the instability growth rate is

of the order of

(80)
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_2 2. 2 , . . 2 2 . 1 1 . 1 / 2
where 0 - r Au> (r ) /m L , A - g - j - (g - y ) , g « 2.»m
L / [ r (m-nq)J, L « u / ( 9 u /5r ) , and r Is a location of the

A A o
minimum of w (r). Note that for p. ~ fu__/QA) , the growth rate isA _ n Dm A
of the order of u which is also comparable to the real part of the

I/O

mode frequency» A simple estimate of the transport indicates a

diffusion coefficient of the order of

Taking, for example, u> ~ 10 s , u ~ 10 , s ~ 1, m » 1,
A Dm

r » 50 cm and p. - 1% yields a diffusion coefficient around
° 5 2 -12x10 cm 8 . However, a nonlocal treatment of the transport

problem may prove necessary in order to determine more accurately

the particle loss rate.

2.4. General comments

It follows from the existing theory on interaction of fusion produced alpha

populations with Mho modes in tokamaks that the alpha particles can sig-

nificantly influence tokamak stability. For very highly energetic popu-

lations (in the MeV range) one has fa) « u>_ which leads to a stabilizing

influence on ballooning modes due to the FLR effects and the alpha particle

enhancement of the plasma compressibility. It has been proposed that this

effect could be utilized to allow access between first and second stability

regimes in the tokamak. For moderately energetic alpha populations (slow-

ing-down alphas), the interaction between alpha particles and ballooning

modes can become particularly strong due to coupling between the trapped

alpha precessional drift and the mode frequency, i.e. u = to . The

strength of the interaction is related to the alpha pressure gradient,

which can be a sizable fraction of the background plasma gradient due to
2

the centrally peaked nature of the alpha source (* n <av>). Generally,

the resonance u> * u> leads to destabilizatlon of ballooning modes. The

first stability window, which limits the central part of the profile, is

always destabilized.
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However, there are ranges of shear and pressure gradient where ballooning

stability is improved. The possible consequences of the destabilizing

influence of alpha particles on the ballooning nodes could be a deteriora-

tion of the background plasaa beta limit as well as an enhanced loss of the

alpha component before thermalizing. Since either of these outcomes can

seriously impair the possibilities for achieving ignited conditions, a

careful, quantitative evaluation is necessary for the present generation of

break-even experiments. The goal of such an evaluation would be to develop

realistic models for delineating unstable parameter regimes that should be

avoided by burning plasma devices and, ultimately, for carrying out optimi-

zation studies to enlarge the stable window of operation.

A possible destabllisation of MHD modes due to the resonant coupling

between precessions1 drifts of energetic trapped particles and mode fre-

quencies seems to be an universal property of mode-particle interaction in

tokamaks. The energetic trapped particles can induce new unstable branches

of MHD modes with both real frequencies and growth rates comparable to the

trapped particle precessional frequency. In the case of trapped particle-

induced ideal internal kink modes (the fishbone instability) the theor-

etical results have shown considerable success in qualitatively reproducing

experimental observations. Although resistive effects should stabilize

fishbone oscillations associated with neutral-beam injection or RF heating

in present generation tokamaks of the JET size, the fishbone instability or

fishbone-like instabilities excited by fusion alpha particles can appear in

these devices due to low values of (P ) . Anomalous losses of ener-
a,t crit.

getlc alpha particles as well as a deterioration of the plasma stability

limit could be consequences of these instabilities.
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IV. Alpha particle current generation

Introduction

Early on in tokamak research it was realized that the device would be a

much more viable candidate for a commercial reactor If some means for pro-

ducing the necessary toroidal current non-inductively could be found so

that a tokamk system could operate in a steady state or quasi-steady state.

Recently, non-inductive current drive has gained renewed interest as a

means of possibly improving the tokamak confinement properties. The idea

here is that by current drive one would decouple the current density pro-

file from the resistivity profile (i.e. the temperature profile), thereby

being able to affect the MHD-stability properties and possibly also the

overall confinement. The suppression of sawtooth activity has already been

demonstrated experimentally (see e.g. [l-3]).

Various methods for non-inductive current drive have been proposed (see

e.g. the review [4]). Among these are some methods involving alpha par-

ticles. Before discussing these methods, it is .instructive to compare

qualitatively the current density needed in a tokamak with that obtainable

from alphas under optimistic assumptions. Namely, assume a circular plasma

cross section with safety factor near the axis q - 1. The current density

needed to achieve this is j * 2B /[iR which with B - 5 T and R - 5.5 m
_ J tor o tor

requires ~ 1.4 MA/m . Let us compare this figure with what would optimist-

ically be potentially available from alphas: Assume for the moment that we

by some means manage to redirect the alpha particles upon r.heir birth so

that they are all left co-streaming wirh the plasma current. By order of

magnitude, they would then form the current density:

20

5/6
j<z ~ ea V s V a * 383 n20 T e

where a 50:50 DT-tnix has been assumed, and further T • T. • T (keV). The
20 e-3

density n2- Is the electron density in units of 10 m . Assuming n,0 - 1

we find for T - 10, 15 and 20 keV that Jfl - 0.24, 1.1 and 2.9 MA/m , re-

spectively. In comparing these numbers with what is required to drive the

whole plasma current, we arrive at the conclusion that the plasma must be
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very hot (> 15 keV) and that the alpha distribution function must be very

substantially aodified in order to achieve this. However, even if we do

not aanage to drive such a large current with the alphas, their contribu-

tion could still be useful for lowering the deaands on other current drive

scheaes, and could further lead to important local current profile changes.

Below, we will briefly discuss the various proposals aade for alpha par-

ticle current drive, dividing the presentation into two parts: i) active

aethods, which would require power to be fed in from external sources, and

ii) passive aethods which would require no power to be fed in but instead

rely on inherent processes.

2. Active methods

As has been shown by Fisch, [5], parallel currents can result from wave-

particle interactions in essentially two ways: Firstly, the obvious ways is

to use a wave causing the particles to be pushed in the v -direction.

Secondly, a less obvious way is to push the particles in the direction of

increasing absolute velocity, e.g. by pushing in the v -direction while

leaving v. constant. In the latter scheme, a current arises because the

collision frequency varies with velocity, [6|.

The important quality factor for any current drive scheme is the current

drive efficiency:

i - -éz ' i A/W (i)

where P is the power density needed to maintain the current density j. As

was shown by Fisch, [5], qualitatively we have

t Vy

ov
3V

ov

A

where v(v) is the momentum loss frequency for the particle and V is the

velocity space direction of the wave-induced flux. The formula above as-
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es that the wave-particle interaction takes place in a particular point

in velocity space. In practice, of course, the interaction is over a

finite regioa. The total efficiency would then be found by summing of the

j/p:s from Eq. (2), weighted by the relative power absorption for each

point.

As noted above, we can use alphas to create currents in essentially two

ways: Either a Landau-damping type process can be used to push the par-

ticles in the v -direction, or a cyclotron-damping process can be used to

push them along v , thereby utilizing the dependence of the collisionality

on the absolute velocity. The Landau-damping scheme was originally pro-

posed in Ref. [7]. This idea was subsequently reinvestigated in Ref. f8l,

where it was shown that the proposed efficiencies were too optimistic and

that the result was comparable to or slightly lower than for other current

drive schemes. It can be seen already from Eq. (2) that the efficiency is

given by «v . > » v )
ph c

e t
s (3)1 2itR p 2nRm <v . )

a ph

where the momentum loss frequency has been written as (cf Sec. II)

.. v

v - r- (1 + -I) (*>

and where <v > is the parallel wave phase velocity. The RF-induced alpha
ph

current j will be accompanied by an "electron return current". The re-

sulting total current, i.e. the sum of the alpha and the return current is

(neglecting toroidal effects):

where for the total efficiency, the term within brackets should multiply

Eq. (3).
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As can be seen fro» Eq. (3), fro» the point of view of current drive ef-

ficiency, there is no real point in using too fast particles, since

n ~ i/<v >.
ph

Furthermore, it is questionable if sufficient currents could be generated

via this scheme. Namely, with a given spectrum of phase velocities, a

plateau would fora in the alpha distribution thus limiting the absorbable

power. Since there is also the competing process of Landau damping on

electrons, which tends to create an opposing current, there is reason to be

cautious about the potential of this scheme. However, a more careful

assessment is called for (see also below where a scheme for letting

<v > •*• 0 is proposed),
ph

Turning now to the cyclotron damping method, proposed in Ref. [9], the

outlook is also rather poor. Since the efficiency in this case scales
2

roughly as 1/v (dv/ov), we want to have the velocity space interaction zone

in a region where the relative variation of the collisionality has its

maximum, which is at v * v . Thus, there is again no real point in using

alpha particles, but high energy neutral beams are probably better. Part-

ly, this is because the majority of the alphas have an energy exceeding the

optimal, and partly because there are simply too few alphas present. The

latter point was shown in Ref. [io], to lead to a very unfavourable

dependence of the current drive efficiency on the absorbed power.

What has been said above has neglected any effects associated with toroid-

icity. The general case of RF current drive in toroidal geometry was

studied in [ll]. Originally, the suggestion of exploiting toroidal effects

for generating currents was made in [12J, who proposed that waves should be

used to selectively trap and detrap particles.

For alpha particles, this scheme has not yet been fully analyzed. If there

is a velocity space loss region for the alphas, this method could prove

even more efficient. The RF driven alpha flux into loss regions was

studied in Ref8. [13-14].
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3^ Passive methods

It has been proposed In [l5], that alpha particle orbit effects would

create a current. As is wellknown, cf Sec* II, co- and counter-streaming

particles perform orbits that are displaced in relation to each other,

countergoing particles being displaced towards the outside and cogoing

towards the inside of the cross section. Thus, depending on the position

of the plasma within the vessel, either counter-particles (plasma shifted

towards the outside) or co-particles (plasma shifted towards the inside)

could be preferentially lost due to impact on the wall. However, at least

for the NET-generation of tokamaks, the resulting current should be small.

This is because first of all the orbit losses should be small In relation

to the production rate. - Secondly, it is mostly banana-trapped particles

that are lost. Since these have <v > = 0, the loss of such particles

should not result in any current. It seems as if this latter point has not

been fully considered in Ref. [l5].

A further proposal is made in Ref. [ 16], where it is suggested that an

alpha particle current should exist on the magnetic axis, sufficiently

large to act as a "seed current" for the neoclassical "bootstrap current".

This axial alpha current, which is derived in Ref. [l7]f is claimed to

arise because of the peaked alpha production profile. We feel that this

method meritj a careful study in order to assess its potential.

We would here also like to make another proposal: Namely, reconsider the

active method presented above, based on pushing particles in the v -direc-

tion. We noted that the efficiency of such a scheme scales as 1/v . .
phase

The reason for this scaling can be sought in the power required to do the
pushing: P ~ v. • — (r mv J • mv., i.e. as v, + 0 we are pushing the

dv
particles almost along a constant energy curve. There are normally two

limitations on how low v . can be chosen. One arises because we want to
phase

interact with passing particles only. The other problem arises if we have

a Maxwellian distribution of particles everywhere: Since the power absorp-
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tion Is determined by the size of 5f/ov at the resonance region, this

would vanish for an isotropic plasma as v -»• 0. Both these problems

can be overcome if we consider interaction on the tokamak midplane to the

inside of the axis. First of all, all the particles crossing the midplane

are in the passing cathegory. Secondly, from neoclassical theory it is

known that a radial gradient of the plasma density produces drifting dis-

tributions with non-vanishing df/dv. as v. •+• 0. In particular, for alpha

particles this derivative is very large, because of the sharp production

profile and large orbit size. In practice, the notion of a wave with

v , + 0 can be realized by introducing toroidal field ripple.

Thus, what we are proposing is the introduction of toroidal field ripple,

concentrated as much as possible to the inside midplane of the torus, al-

though this last point is not essential for the principle. This method,

which obviously does not require any power to be put in, seems to be able

to give rise to currents in the alpha population as well as in the back-

ground species. The resulting current would be in the same direction as

the total plasma current, for all the plasma species. However, the cost

which would have to be paid is that of increased transport: The current

results from the radial flow of particles which are approximately conserv-

ing their toroidal canonical angular momentum.
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\7 . Information on alpha particle behaviour Inferred from high energy

ions having similar charge to mass ratio

In spite of the crucial importance of alpha particle effects for the ig-

nition and subsequent burn of thermonuclear plasmas, little experimental

evidence exists at present concerning, e.g. the confinement and slowing

down of high energy alpha particles in plasmas. This lack of information

is partly due to the obvious fact that the temperatures attainable in

present-day experiments are still too low to give rise to significant alpha

particle heating. However, another important restraining factor is the

radiological hazard associated with the tritium fuel component and the

induced radioactivity in the machine due to the 14 MeV fusion produced

neutrons. The neutron activation and the tritium inventory increase great-

ly the complexity and expense of the experiment, e.g. by requiring remote

handling. Consequently, if some way could be found to produce either high

power alpha particle heating without neutron production or high energy

charged fusion products, many of the radioactivity problems of D-T opera-

tion could be reduced or even eliminated.

Two recently suggested approaches try to achieve this: (1) the idea to

simulate alpha particle behaviour using ICRF heating, [1—2], and (11) the

experimental investigations of secondary burn-up during slowing down of

high energy charged fusion products, [3-5].

l^ Alpha particle simulation using ICRF heating

ICRF heating has become a reliable means of auxiliary heating in present-

day experiments. The heating scheme implies that plasma ions are

accelerated through cyclotron resonance with a launched fast Alfvén wave.

The high energy ion component heats the background ions and electrons by

Coulomb collisions in the same way as fusion generated alpha particles do.

Particularly successful has been the application of ICRH at the fundamental

Ion cyclotron frequency of a minority He population in the plasma.

Absorbed RF power density levels, P, of the order of several W/cm have
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been established as well as the presence of accelerated ions in the MeV

range.

The distribution function, f, of the RF-heated ion species is determined by

the Fokker-Planck equation augmented by an RF-induced diffusion operator,

Q, describing the effect of the absorbed wave power, [6]:

§£ - Cf + Qf (1)

The diffusion operator, Q, is of the form

where D is the RF-induced diffusion constant.

The general effect of the RF-induced diffusion is to create an increased

high energy tail on the distribution function of the absorbing ions. By

suitable tailoring of the parameters it is conceivable that a distribution

function similar to that of fusion generated alpha particles

(fa ~ (v +v ) ) can be established.

In the case of heating at the fundamental ion cyclotron resonance frequency

and for small perpendicular RF wave numbers, k., the resulting distribution

is essentially of bi-Maxwellian form, [ö]. In addition to the thermal

component, the RF absorption also produces a high-temperature Maxwellian

characterized by an RF-enhanced temperature, T , given by:

(3)

where the characteristic parameter, £, can be expressed as

,7 T 1/2(keV) P(W7cm3)
5 - 2.5»10Z/ -£ — — (4)

i e
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E.g. taking T * 10 keV, P

yields I = 80.

2W/cm , a • 10
1 A

cm and
10 ™

2»10 cm

The extent to which the RF-enhanced distribution function models the

steady-state solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for the alpha particles

is showr in Fig. 1. Note that f denotes the pitchangle averaged (isotrop-

ic) part of the He distribution function. It is clear from Fig. 1 that

ion velocity distributions close to those produced by fusion alpha par-

ticles can be sustained with ICRF heating for certain plasma conditions.

CIM.VI

Fig. 1. Fraction of particles above a given energy as a function of
energy for alpha particles ( ) and JHe ions heated by ICRF,gy p p
minority heating ( r)« T

1 3 ^ - 3 / 3 )1 W/cm ,
"e " 3-101-* cm , P " l
P -1 W/cm3, [l].

-
(b) n

w7cm
3 - 1 0 1 3 cm"3, P - 2W/cmJ, Tc)

J , ( d ) n g - 6 ' 1 0 1 J cm J ,

In order to obtain the strongly enhanced high energy tail distribution of

the 3He ions, high values of t are necessary. This restricts the experi-

mental parameters appropriate for this method to a region of relatively low

density, high temperature and high absorbed RF power densities.

It has recently been suggested, [2], that ICRF heating at higher harmonics

of the cyclotron frequency should be more advantageous since in this heat-
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ing scenario the RF power couples more effectively to the energetic high

energy ions, thus creating an even more strongly enhanced high energy tail

distribution.

In particular, heating at the second harmonic ion cyclotron frequency has

also proved a successful ICRF heating method. In this case the RF-induced
2 2

diffusion constant becomes D ~ k.v. to lowest order in k.. This implies an

asymptotic high energy distribution of power law type according to, [7]

"7.
where

P denotes the RF power absorbed by an equivalent Maxwellian with density,
N
n , and a temperature, T, equal to the plasma background temperature.

The RF-heated ion distribution function becomes asymptotically similar to

the high energy part of the alpha particle distribution when \i » 3, i.e.

when

n T „„ n n
P. - 5-i-= 7»10"28 * e
M Cs T 1 / 2 (keV)

13 -3
The parameter choice n » n • 5»10 cm and T - 10 keV yields P •

0.5 W/cm . Due to the nonlinear nature of the relation between P., and the
3

truly absorbed RF power P, cf [7], P * 0.5 W/cm would typically corre-

spond to P - 1-2 W/cm .

The natural extension of this approach to create extended high energy ion

tails is to use the combination of energetic ions introduced by neutral

beam injection and an RF wave frequency tuned to higher cyclotron har-

monics. It was found In Ref. [2] using the wave frequency GO - 3 10 and
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injection of a deuterium beam at the energy E » 120 keV that ion velocity

distributions similar to the alpha particle distribution can be

established, cf Fig. 2.

0 0.12 0 6 I . : I.I Mtv
D Btim Enirgy

t ~ V7 ~ " ~J.i 5,1 Mtv
AlpM-DJM.cn [nirgy

Fig. 2. The steady state (pitch angle averaged) distribution function
of a 120 keV D-beam haated by ICRF waves at u> - 2u> , 3u> , and
4»>c respectively in comparison with the aloha particfe distri-
bution. P. - 0.6 W/cmJ and P_ » lW/cm3, [2].

beam RF

An inherent problem in these simulation scenaril is the resulting, pitch-

angle dependence of the ICRF heated ion distributions. Whereas the distri-

bution function of the fusion generated alpha particles is isotropic, the

RF heated distributions are anisotropic since the RF induced velocity space

diffusion occurs in the perpendicular velocity coordinate only, cf eq. (2).

In particular, for strongly enhanced high energy tails, pitch angle

scattering in too weak to Isotropize the distribution and a strong aniso-

tropy develops, i.e. ̂ » T^ , where 1 and II denote perpendicular and

parallel temperatures respectively.

On the other hand it has been demonstrated, [7l, that the isotropic (pitch-

angle averaged) part of the anisotropic distribution provides an accurate

approximation of the distribution function from which to evaluate different

Important physical quantities determined by velocity space integrals, e.g.
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collisional power transfer to electrons and background ions, fusion

reactivity, and absorbed RF power.

2> Implications for alpha particle confinement from burn-up studies

Although little direct experimental evidence exists on the confinement

properties of fusion produced alpha particles, important indirect informa-

tion has recently been obtained from studies of the nuclear burn-up of high

energy charged fusion products, [3-5].

In particular, in a deuterium plasma 1 MeV tritons and 0.8 MeV He ions are

produced by the reactions D(d,p)T and D(d,n) He respectively. A small

fraction of these tritons and He ions will subsequently react further

during slowing down to produce 14 MeV neutrons and 15 MeV protons respect-

ively, cf Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. Nuclear reactions In a deuterium plasma, [3].

The 14 MeV neutron and 15 MeV proton emission spectra depend on the accumu-

lated reaction probability for the burn-up reactions during the fast Ion

slowing down. However, the spectra are also sensitive functions of the
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confinement properties of the fast tritons and the He ions.

In particular, the 1 MeV tritons are produced with nearly the same prob-

ability as the 2.5 MeV neutrons produced in the D(d,n) He process. This

implies that the ratio of the neutron fluxes at 14 MeV and 2.5 MeV can be

used to infer the confinement properties of the fast tritons. This in-

formation is particularly relevant in view of the fact that 1 MeV tritons

and 3.5 MeV alpha particles have almost the same Larmor radii.

Proton measurements have an advantage over neutron measurements in that He

can readily be introduced into a deuterium plasma whereas tritium cannot.

On the other hand protons are affected by the magnetic field and only'pro-

tons on escape trajectories are detectable. This limits the usefulness of

proton measurements on larger machines which provide effective confinement

of 15 MeV protons at high currents.

Another important difference between the two burn-up reactions is the fact

that the peak of the fusion reaction cross section for the tritons occur at

energies much lower than the birth energy, whereas the peaking energies for
3

the He burn are only slightly less than 0.8 MeV, cf Fig. 3. Thus, the

tritium burn-up ratio will be more sensitive to non-prompt losses, e.g.

pitch angle scattering losses, than the He burn-up ratio.

The importance of nonprompt losses for the tritium burn-up can be inferred

from Fig. 4 which shows the normalized cumulative probability of a triton

burn reaction during slowing down. Note the rapid rise of the cumulative

probability at comparatively low energies (200-300 keV).
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Fig. 4. Cumulative probability of a burn reaction for 1 MeV tritons
during slowing down, [4],

Nevertheless, most investigations of the triton burn-up have neglected

non-prompt losses in which case the (D,T)/(D,D) neutron emission ratio, R,

obtained as

fc <PDT>

where denotes the averaged probability of fusion for a confined slow-

ing down triton and f is the confinement factor corresponding to prompt

losses.

Measurements on triton burn-up in PLT, PDX and FT, [3,4l indicate a triton

slowing down and confinement which is consistent with classical orbit cal-

culations except possibly in situations characterized by significant MHD

activity. The degradation in confinement in the presence of Increased MHD

activity has been tentatively ascribed to stochastic orbit losses for PLT

and PDX, [3], and changes in plasma profiles for FT, [8].
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VI. Overview of Alpha Particle Diagnostics

1_. Introductory remarks

In spite of its great technical and scientific importance, there is

currently no well proven diagnostics for alpha particle effects in toka-

maks. The field of alpha diagnostics divides naturally into two

categories: diagnostics for i) confined alphas and ii) escaping alphas.

Obviously, the latter is by far the simpler of the two. Some diagnostics

for escaping fast fusion products have already been experimentally tested

[1.2].

The requirements on any diagnostic in a power-producing DT-reactor are

stringent. Among aspects to be considered for an alpha diagnostic we

note:

* Intense neutron- and gamma-fluxes for which discrimination and pro-

tection must be arranged.

* Time and man-power requirements for development

* Time and man-power requirements for data processing

* Compatibility with remote handling

* Time, space and/or phase-space resolution

* No deleterious effects on plasma performance or other diagnostics

* Ease in interpretation of measurements

* Sensitivity to background electric and magnetic noise

* Compatibility with high vessel wall temperature
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* High vacuum requirements

* Physical size

* Cost

Ideally, one would like to measure the phase-space distribution function,

f (r, v, t), of the confined alphas, the alpha particle source function or

birth rate, S (r, v, t) or n (r, t) (these could be determined by multl-

sightline neutron detectors/spectrometers, perhaps already present for ion

temperature measurements), and the flux at the wall, V (a,6,v,t), of the

escaping alphas. Whereas the latter two objectives appear to be feasible

in principle, the former will probably prove too difficult, and a combina-

tion of various diagnostics may prove necessary to approach that goal.

Various moments of the confined alpha distribution, e.g. alpha pressure

p (r,t), alpha density n (n,t) (perhaps distinguishing between fast and

thermalized alphas), could prove to be a more realistic diagnostic goal.

Obviously, the diagnostic needs depend on what alpha related physics

problems are of interest. Among such problems are:

* Alpha slowing-down - classical or anomalous?

* Alpha distribution mlcrostability properties

* Helium ash buildup

* Global alpha particle and -energy confinement times

* Alpha wall loads

Whereas the first two problems would probably require highly sophisticated

diagnostic equipment to be developed, the latter three could possibly be

sufficiently well tackled with existing techniques. Thus, as a general
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renark, there seens to be a need for clearly defining which physics aspects

should be diagnosed.

Alpha particle diagnostics have been discussed in several workshops, [3—51•

Much of the material presented below has been collected from these workshop

proceedings and references cited therein. Below, we will first describe

the various techniques proposed for escaping alpha diagnostics and the

status of their development. This will be followed by a discussion on the

possibilities for measurements on confined alphas and then some general

conclusions.

2. Diagnostics for escaping alpha particles

2.1 General comments

The prompt losses of alpha particles due to orbit effects depend mainly on

the total plasma current and the aspect ratio (cf Section II). For NET-

type parameters these losses can be expected to be small in comparison to

the production rate. Apart from these prompt losses there will also be

losses of partly and fully thermal!zed alphas. Losses caused by toroidal

field ripple (Section II) may be particularly important, but losses due to

collisional scattering into loss-cones, losses due to microinstability

induced diffusion and losses due to MHD-events may also be of importance.

These different loss processes may affect different parts of real space and

velocity space, and it is therefore necessary to have as good coverage of

the vessel wall as possible, both poloidally and toroidally, with detectors

able to discriminate both in velocity and pitch-angle.

Apart from giving information about the alpha particles themselves, an

escaping alpha diagnostic could yield information about other plasma para-

meters as well, [6], as for example magnetic field structure and ion

temperature and density. Disregarding any anomalous losses connected with,

e.g. MHD-events, however, such information would for NET-type parameters

only relate to the edge region of the plasma.
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2.2 Scintillation detectors \l]

The conventional surface barrier detector technique (see e.g. [2]) for

diagnosing escaping fast particles Is no longer practical with the massive

neutron and Y'flux expected In a powerproduclng DT-reactor, and Instead a

detector vhlch can discriminate against these fluxes is needed. One such

possibility Is the scintillation detector [7], which uses the scintillation

light produced when alphas hit a phosphorus screen, e.g. a thin layer

(10-20 um) of ZnS (such as is used in cathode-ray tubes). There are

several advantages with this type of detector:

* High detection efficiency for alphas, ~ 1 sclntlllatlon/alpha

-4 -5
* Low neutron and ysensitivity ~ 10 - 10

* Good time resolution, ~ 50 \IB

* Good compatibility with high vacuum and high vessel wall tempera-

ture

* Optical coupling via fibres giving low electromagnetic interference

* No major hardware development needed

* Low time-consumption and manpower requirements on data processing

Further the scintillation detector is probably small and cheap enough to

allow many such detectors on the wall. A prototype alpha detector for TFTR

is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. From [7]: Prototype alpha scintillator detector for TFTR.

Two potential problems could be:

* Alpha damage .to scintillators

* Radiation darkening of fibres

Furthermore, in its basic form, this detector has no velocity- or pitch-

angle resolution (see, however, below in the conclusions).

2.3 Foil neutralization detectors [8]

In the foil neutralization technique very thin (~ 10 \xn) carbon foils are

used to slow the escaping alphas down to ~ 400 keV. A fraction of the

alphas (~ 10-20%) will undergo double charge exchange to He° and could

travel through tubes to distant detectors. These distant detectors would

work as ordinary NPA-detectors with a stripping foil and a charged particle

analyzer.

This method has several disadvantages:

Due to the low neutralization efficiency and small solid angle the

alpha detection efficiency would be very low.
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* The carbon foils are fragile

* No energy or pltchangle resolution

* Many detectors spread poloidally and toroidally does not appear

feasible

2»4 Foil deposition detectors [9]

The idea behind the foil deposition detector is to let a stack of thin

foils (~ 0.25 - 10 |im) be bombarded by collimated escaping alphas. The

foil material could be, e.g. aluminium, nickel ot copper which all have a

low He diffusion rate. The foils would then be removed and vaporized re-

motely through a mass spectrometer. The alpha stopping depth depends on

its energy.

This method has a couple of advantages:

* Insensitive to background radiation

* Alpha energy could be resolved to within ~ 200 keV

Several disadvantages are obvious also:

* Poor time resolution

* Slow data processing

* Complicated mechanical removal scheme if many samples are to cover

the vessel

2.5 Track detection technique [l]

The track detection technique has already been used experimentally on PLT,

[l], to detect escaping 3.7 MeV alphas from the D( He, p)a reaction. The

detector used Is shown schematically in Fig. 2. A plastic foil Is mounted

behind a pinhole and a slit. The geometry Is chosen such that only
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particles with sufficiently large Larmor-radii can pass through the hole

and silt and hit the foil. For a given species and magnetic field geo-

metry, both energy and pltchangle of the particle could be deduced from the

point of Impact on the foil. After exposure, the foil Is removed and Is

etched remotely In, e.g. NaOH-solutlon, after which the number and position

of Impacts could be counted under microscope.

PMMlt Sill PlMtiC

t
4-—-1

l.75c« IJ»cm
»'QJ

Fig. 2. (from [l]). Schematic of the nuclear track detector used at
PLT.

One advantage with this method has already been mentioned, namely Its

energy and pltchangle resolution. Several disadvantages exist also, how-

ever:

* No time resolution

* Very slow data processing

* Complicated mechanical removal scheme if many samples are to cover

the vessel

2.6 Activation methods [lO, 111

In the activation methods foils of selected isotopes are exposed to the

escaping alphas, [lO]. Several reactions are possible which involves alpha

particles with subsequent radioactive y"decay. The decay-time must be long

enough to allow the foils to be removed from the vessel for. measure-

ments. Examples of such reactions are B (a,n) N (halflife 9.9 min),
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14N(<x, Y ) 1 8 F .halflife 110 min) and 25Mg(a,p)28AA (halflife 2.2 min). For

the fit . two of these reactions, the Y emitted in the decay is the 511 keV
25photon resulting from positron annihilation. In fact, the Mg reaction

is the only one applicable to alphas below 3 MeV that does not yield a 511

keV photon. The alpha resulting from positron annihilation may not be

useful due to background radiation problems. An alternative to using foils

would be to let the reactant isotopes be Immersed in a gas or fluid, which

is led into the vacuum vessel in pipes and then into an external analyzer.

Some disadvantages with these methods are:

* No or poor time resolution

* Complicated mechanical removal scheme if foils are to be used

* Induced activity gives only an energy weighted, not the absolute

flux

* No velocity- or pitchangle resolution

3. Confines alpha diagnostics

3.1 General comments

As noted above, ideally one would like to measure the alpha phase space

distribution function, f (r, v, t). Obviously, however, this Ideal goal

should be seen in the perspective of what It has been possible to achieve

in terms of background plasma diagnostics: up to now, no such detailed

measurements have been possible either on electrons or ions. For ions,

even measurements of quantities like density and temperature are difficult

to perform unambiguously.

The alpha particle production profile Is expected to be sharply peaked In

the plasma center, thus requiring for a diagnostic a good spatial resolu-

tion. The sharpness of the production profile together with the large
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alpha orbit size is also expected to produce large anistropies in pitch-

angle, thus requiring many velocity space samples to be taken.

Even though the potential possibility of diagnosing the full distribution

function appears to exist in principle (cf below), the question must ob-

viously be put whether the possible usefulness of such a system is worth

the extra cost and complexity. Sufficient information may be gained by

knowing the alpha production profile (from neutron emission) in combination

with measurements on partially thermalized alphas (a few hundred keV) and a

detailed knowledge of the flux at the wall of escaping alphas. Measure-

ments on alphas in this energy range appear much less technologically de-

manding and combined, these diagnostics could yield sufficient data to

determine the degree of alpha slowing-down anomaly. Also, antennas to

passively pick up the frequency ranges where alpha induced instabilities

are expected, should be considered.

Below, we will briefly discuss the various proposals made for confined

alpha diagnostics.

3.2 Charge-exchange methods [12-13]

The charge-exchange (CX) methods are based on the introduction of neutral

atoms in the plasma, either by neutral beams [l2] or by pellets f 131.

Denoting the neutral atom species by A, the following CX reactions could

then take place:

A0 + He2+ • A+ + (HeV

A0 + He2+ * A2+ + He°

which will be referred to as single and double CX processes, respectively.

In the single CX process, the resulting singly charged alpha is in an

excited state, and it is the photon emitted when this state decays which is

considered for a diagnostic. In the double CX process the resulting helium

atom escapes from the plasma and could be detected externally, similarly to

the conventional neutral-particle analyzer (NPA) technique. The cross-sec-
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tions for the CX processes are sharply peaked for rather small relative

velocities (~ 3*10 m / s ) . Thus, in order to diagnose the entire alpha

population, two approaches could be taken: Either, provide a low relative

velocity (requires high energy neutral beams) or to raise the neutral

density (requires pellet Injection). In the first case, beams with

energies up to 800 keV per nucleon (3.5 MeV/4) would have to be developed.

This would necessitate injectors based on the acceleration of negative

ions. Furthermore, electrostatic accelerators are not viable candidates in

these parameter regions and other alternatives would have to be explored,

as, e.g. radio-frequency linear accelerators. The time-scale involved (of

the order of a decade) for the development of such a system may well prove

to long for implementation on the next generation of tokamaks (e.g. NET) to

be possible. Furthermore, the physical size, man-power requirement and

cost of such a system would obviously be large.

Below, we will briefly discuss the characteristics of the various CX

methods.

Si ngle _cha rge-exchange _usi ng_beans

As mentioned above, the idea here is to use high energy beams to provide

neutral atoms with a velocity comparable to the velocity at which the alpha

distribution should be determined. The idea is to sweep the beam energy to

study different alpha velocities. Even without sweeping the beam energy,

some information about the alpha distribution function could be gained from

the shape of the Doppler shifted spectrum of the emitted photons. Shown

schematically in Fig. 3 is the effective size of the velocity space inter-

action zone.
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no.

Fig. 3. (from [14]). Schematic of the effective size in velocity space
of CX interaction.

3 7
Possible candidates for use as neutral injected atoms are H, He and Li.

Of these He is the least suitable due to the fact that a large fraction of

the neutrals resulting from the beam neutralization would be in a meta-

stable excited state, thus making the interpretation of the CX data diffi-

cult. The CX process with H would preferentially give rise to decay

photons from the n • 2 -> 1 transition in the excited alpha particle. The

wavelength for this transition is at 304 X where the background impurity

radiation is strong. From this point of view Li appears to be the best

candidate in that it mostly gives rise to the n • 3 • 2 transition at

1640 X where the background is less intense. The main disadvantage with

Li-beams is the high energy needed ~ 6 MeV. In order to get a reasonable

signal-to-noise ratio, the beam current meeds to be rather large, > 1 A.

There are several advantages with the single CX methods:

* Good spatial resolution

* Some velocity-space resolution

Some time-resolution
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* Lower energy portion of alpha distribution can be diagnosed with

existing beam technology (~ 200 keV), provided beam penetration to

plasma center is reasonable.

2+

The method has already been used to measure the thermal He density pro-

file in PDX, [15].

Several disadvantages are obvious also:

* Long hardware development time

* Large and labour-intensive

* Costly

* Beam dumps?

In the case of pellet injection we also note the following:

* Feasibility of spectrum deconvolution much less obvious.

* Neutral density resulting from ablation must be known.

* Alpha energy loss in the pellet must be taken into account.

* Injector capable of injection speed > 50 km/s must be developed.

* Large perturbation to the plasma.

In the double CX technique, the neutralized alphas escape from the plasma

and could be analyzed outside the vessel with a conventional NPA-diag-

nostics. The main advantage as compared to the single CX method is the

less severe background problem. The beam current needed in order to get a
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good signal is estimated to be in the range of 10-100 mA. Obviously, H-in-

jection is no candidate for double CX. Apart from the lower beam current

needed, the double CX-method suffers from the same disadvantages as the

single CX method. A further disadvantage seems to be that many NPA col-

limators would be needed in order to get a good coverage of the distri-

bution.

3.3 Nuclear reaction techniques, [10,16-17]

There are several possible nuclear reactions between fast confined alphas

and low-Z ions, cf Table I. Some of them produce unique and highly

penetrating neutron or y-radiation. In order to get sufficient count rates

the plasma would have to be doped with the reactant in question. It

appears as if none of these methods would give a good velocity space

resolution. The time-resolution would depend on the acceptable degree of

doping.

Table I.
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9 B E ( O , Y ) 1 3 C

9 12
Be(<x,n) C

9
To get a reasonable signal it is estimated that ~ IX Be would have to be

added to the plasma. The Doppler-shifted spectrum of the gammas and/or the

neutrons would give some information on the alpha distribution. However,

in the case of gammas it may be difficult to measure the spectrum accurate-

ly enough and in the case of neutrons the background signal is strong.

The 2.109-MeV resonance in the D-cc reaction is the only resonant nuclear

reaction which an alpha particle of energy less than 3.7 MeV will undergo

with the primary plasma constituents, i.e. D, T or He ions. There is also

a non-resonant reaction with T, T(a,y) Li.

We have been unable up to date to find an assessment in the literature on

the practical applications of these reactions.

The reactions

6Li(a,Y)
10B and

7Li(a, Y)
UB

are two possible reactions with several resonances for alphas with energies

less than 3.5 MeV. The main difficulty seems to be to achieve a sufficient

count rate. Also, adequate shielding of the Nal-detectors appears diffi-

cult.
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In contrast to the methods mentioned above, where the idea is to measure

the neutron and/or gamma spectrum, the idea here is to produce a radio-

active element, which coulod be collected from the plasma and diagnosed

externally» This method, although simple and inexpensive, would, however,

have very poor, if any, time- and space resolution.

3.4 Wave damping methods [18-19]

It has been proposed that the damping of injected lower hybrid waves, [18],

or ion Bernstein waves, [l9], could be used to diagnose the alpha popula-

tion. The wave amplitude and hence damping rate could be measured by FIR

scattering. The antennae k. -spectrum should be chosen so that there is

only small damping on plasma ions and electrons. This method would have

some space- and time resolution. However, some disadvantages are obvious

also:

* Subtlety of wave physics

* Difficult to Interpret data

* Probably difficult to obtain pitch angle resolution

3.5 Thomson scattering methods [20,211

Thomson scattering is a commonly used diagnostic for the electron tempera-

ture and density in tokamaks. In that application the scattering geometry

is chosen so that the scattered radiation can be regarded as coming from

individual electrons. If, however, the geometry is such that the scatter-

ing parameter a - (k\ ) (where k - |k -kl, k and k being the scattered

and incident wave vector, respectively) exceeds unity the electrons behave

collectively and the ion distribution starts to affect the scattered

spectrum. Since the Doppler width of the spectrum is essentially given by

the ion velocity it should be possible to distinguish the contribution

coming from the alphas from that of the background ions, due to their large

difference in velocity, cf Fig. 4. The shape of the scattered spectrum

would then be given by the shape of the alpha distribution, and the amp 11
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tude by the alpha density. A general problem with the method Is the decon-

volution of the fraction of the scattered spectrum originating from the

alphas from that coming from the background electrons and ions. This would

mean that the low energy end, a few hundred keV, of the alpha distribution

could not be diagnosed with this method. Plasma waves and turbulence would

also contribute to the scattering and further complicate the interpreta-

tion.

Vi

Fig. 4. (from [22]): Schematic of the expected Thomson scattering
spectrum, showing the contributions from the plasma
constituents.

It has been proposed to fulfil the requirement a > 1 by using 10.6 urn CO.

laser light, scattered through a very small angle < 1°. In order to get

sufficient signal, it is proposed to use a pulsed source, having ~ 100 MW

in 1 (is pulses. The spectrum width from the alphas would be ~ 10 GHz. The

method would have good time resolution and some velocity resolution. How-

ever, the small scattering angle introduces certain problems:

Optical alignment stringent

Rather limited spatial resolution
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* Small solid angle together with requirement on k-resolution gives

snail signal

Large angle Thomson scattering_[21t22}

In going to longer wavelengths, the scattering angle coul be increased,

still keeping the scattering parameter a larger than unity, thereby allevi-

ating some of the problems mentioned above. It has been proposed, [2ll, to

use a gyrotron source (X. • 2 mm) and study scattering through 90°, which is

normally the optimum for getting good spatial resolution. The source would

be pulsed, ~ I kH in 10 is pulses. The signal strength could be much

larger than in the small-angle scattering case, due to the much larger

solid angle available for signal detection. The other advantage compared

with small-angle scattering is that the access to the torus would be via

wave-guides and antennae rather than via optical access. The main problem

with the method seems to be the ray refraction expected in this frequency

range. The refractive effects could be minimized by chosing ~ 180

scattering but with much of the spatial resolution lost. A further problem

is that the background activity in this frequency range could be potential-

ly serious.

3.6 Cyclotron emission [23-25]

Energetic alphas will emit strong cyclotron radiation at the fundamental

cyclotron frequency and its harmonics. Even though the alpha harmonics

frequencies are degenerate to those of deuterium, the scaling of the power

going into different harmonics would be very different due to the large

Larmor radii of the alphas. Thus, in comparing the intensity in different

harmonics, on could in principle derive various weighted velocity-space

integrals of the alpha distribution function. However, in small aspect

ratio tokamaks as those anticipated, the higher harmonics will overlap,

thus making deconvolution of these integrals from the measured spectrum

very difficult. Also, the subtlety of the wave physics is a further com-

plication. Experiments have already been made at JET [ 251, using an ICRF

antenna in receiving mode. Bright emission peaks were found in the

spectra, believed to originate from fusion products. This is supported by
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the fact that the intensity of these peaks scaled essentially linearly with

the D-D reaction rate over a range of several orders of magnitude.

In summary, the main advantages with this method seems to be:

* Simple experiment

* Antennas useful also for detection of instabilities

The disadvantages are:

* Compatibility problems with ICRH

* Very difficult to interpret

* Poor space and velocity-space resolution

4_. Conclusions

At the moment, it seems rather unrealistic to have as a goal for the NET-

generation of tokamaks a detailed measurement of the complete alpha distri-

bution function, f (v,r,t). Instead, there seems to be a need to clearly

define the minimum level of diagnostic information acceptable.

For escaping alphas, it appears that the technology is much more straight-

forward. A combination of the scintillation detector technique (Sec. 2.2)

with the geometrical setup used in the track detection technique (Sec. 2.5)

would seem ideal.

To find the alpha particle source function, multl-sightline neutron

detectors/spectrometers could be used, valuable also for, e.g. background

ion measurements. An alternative may be to use y-tay tomography on the

16.7 MeV Y from the D(T,y)5He reaction [26].

For confined alphas, the diagnostic problem is much more difficult. Al-

though the charge-exchange methods with beams (Sec. 3.2) has the potential
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potential of giving time- and phase-space resolved measurements, the time,

cost and manpower requirements for such a task are probably prohibitive for

the near-term future. It appears that an ideal would be to probe the lower

energy end of the alpha distribution by the wellproven technique of single

charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy using the heating beams. This

could be combined with, e.g. the large-angle Thomson scattering method

(Sec. 3.5) to get an idea of the higher energy tails of the distribution.

Installing a broadband ICRF receiving antenna also seems to be a cost-

effective way to get further diagnostic information as well as being able

to detect various instabilities.
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VII General Conclusions and Guidelines for further Research

In this overview, we have focused on several results of the thermonuclear

plasma research pertaining to the alpha particle physics and diagnostics in

a fusion tokamak plasma.

As regards the discussion of alpha particle effects, two distinct classes

of phenomena have been distinguished: the simpler class containing phenom-

ena exhibited by individual alpha particles under the influence of bulk

plasma properties and, the more complex class including collective effects

which become important for increasing alpha particle density.

We have also discussed several possibilities to investigate alpha particle

effects by simulation experiments using an equivalent population of highly

energetic ions in the plasma.

Generally, we find that the present theoretical knowledge on the role of

fusion alpha particles in a fusion tokamak plasma is incomplete. There are

still uncertainties and partial lack of quantitative results in this area.

Consequently, further theoretical work and, as far as possible, simulation

experiments are needed to improve the situation.

Concerning the alpha particle diagnostics, the various diagnostic tech-

niques and the status of their development have been discussed in two dif-

ferent contexts: the escaping alpha particles and the confined alpha par-

ticles in the fusion plasma. A general conclusion is that many of the

different diagnostic methods for alpha particle measurements require

further major development.

Detailed conclusions drawn in this work have been presented at the end of

each chapter in the text. The following summary includes an abbreviated

collection I those conclusions.
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Single alpha particle effects

The collisionless guiding center motion and orbit topology of

charged alpha particles in axisymmetric tokamak systems are well

understood.

For non-axisymmetric systems, as in the case when the discreet

character of the toroidal magnetic field coils is taken into ac-

count, much more complicated drift orbits occur. For the strengths

of magnetic field ripple characteristic of planned fusion reactors,

effects due to direct trapping in magnetic ripple wells should be

negligible. Nevertheless, unless the ripple strength is made ex-

ceedingly small, the presence of the ripple well has a significant

effect on the alpha particle transport due to ripple enhanced banana

diffusion.

The enhanced diffusion at high energies is caused by dynamic sto-

chastization of radial excursions of the turning points of trapped

particles. If the region of stochastization extends over the whole

plasma cross section, all banana alpha particles would be rapidly

lost at birth. To this prompt loss should be added collisional

pitch angle scattering losses during slowing down which implies

significant additional losses, unless the decreasing particle energy

rapidly shrinks the stochastic region of the plasma cross section.

At energies below a few hundred keV, Coulomb collisions provide

sufficient decorrelation of successive turning points excursions to

cause enhanced banana diffusion, again leading to rapid particle

loss.

Although the general understanding of the effect of toroidal mag-

netic field ripple on the traneport of high energy charged particles

has improved considerably during recent years, several inconsisten-

cies and undertalnties still remain, e.g. several investigations

have obtained widely different conclusions about the magnitude of

the high energy alpha particle ripple losses, the question of the

magnitude of the threshold for dynamic stochastization (if any) has
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not been definitely settled, and an assessment of the possibility of

enhanced banana transport due to field ripple perturbations caused

by low frequency MHD modes has not been made.

Thermonuclear Instabilities

The qualitative, linear features of numerous thermonuclear instabil-

ities appear by now to be fairly well established, effects like the

curvature of the magnetic field lines, the spatial inhomogeneity and

the anisotropy of the velocity distribution of the alpha particles

being also accounted for in several papers on this subject. On the

other hand, a quantitative evaluation of the Instabilities requires

improvements of the linear theory on the following points:

(I) Most of the Investigations are based on a local WKB approxima-

tion and therefore, should be generalized by carrying out

eigenmode analysis.

(II) Toroidal effects: There are three types of toroidal effects.

One is associated with the toroidal drift of the passing alpha

particles. A fully two-dimensional treatment is needed to

avoid the drift expansion. Second, the t'fects of trapped

alpha particles require further work particularly in connection

with thermonuclear drift and cone instabilities. Finally, the

intrinsic finite inverse aspect ratio (r/R), drives various

poloidal harmonics of the wave under consideration. The po-

loidal harmonics of the wave field may drive the resonant per-

turbed alpha current which contributes to the growth or damping

of the mode indirectly. Much analysis needs to be done in

order to estimate the overall effect qualitatively.

(iil)The instability growth rates and the threshold conditions

should be evaluated by using realistic alpha particle distribu-

tions. This problem is related to a still unresolved question

of whether or not synergetic effects might provide an inversion

of the alpha particle velocity distribution.
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As regards the nonlinear theory of the thermonuclear instabilities,

the problem of what is the influence of the instabilities on the

transport of alpha particles as well as bulk plasma is largely un-

solved. Even within the framework of the well-established weak

turbulence theory, the main difficulty in the analysis is the

evaluation of the spectrum of the unstable waves. A partial, but

nevertheless useful, description of the anomalous transport>

referred to as a quasi-linear description, has been given in the

approximation in which the dynamics of the waves are treated as

linear so that the anomalous particle fluxes are expressed in terms

of the turbulent spectrum. This has allowed to predict a number of

qualitative features of the anomalous transport simply on the basis

of characteristic properties of the wave spectrum, e.g. its symmetry

properties. In the case of thermonuclear instabilities excited by

alpha particles with a non-monotonic velocity distribution, the

quasi-linear theory indicates that an anomalous diffusion flux of

high-energy alpha particles will be produced towards the outer

regions of the plasma provided that an inversion of the alpha vel-

ocity distribution will be created due to fast plasma heating or

other synergistic effects. Similar effects will accompany thermo-

nuclear cone instabilities where the resulting quasi-linear diffu-

sion in the velocity space transports alpha particles directly to

the velocity loss region and'thus, causing anomalous alpha particle

losses. In the case of thermonuclear drift Instabilities, the

question of whether or not these instabilities will lead to

turbulent diffusion of alpha particles remains open and further

study is needed to clarify this issue.

Effects of alpha particle on tokamak ballooning stability

The energetic trapped particles can stabilize high toroidal mode

number (n * °>) ballooning modes in the low frequency limit u> « u> .

The particles can partially or completely stabilize the gap between

first and second stability region. The second stability region can

be attained by the introduction of energetic particles, in combina-

tion with current profile control to Increase q(0) (safety factor at
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the magnetic axis) above unity, when the parameters that determine

the energetic pressure profile are properly chosen.

In the moderate frequency regime u> < w , the results for parameters
*** DOC

characteristic of break-even in tokamaks indicate that energetic

trapped alpha populations can destabilize the first ballooning stab-

ility beta limit. However, the results also indicate several ways

to alleviate this destabilization and, in some cases, possibilities

for improving stability over the case with no alphas present.

First, operation with larger values of the equilibrium parameter X

- - (2q2R/B2r3) / dP/dr)r2dr is stabilizing. Second, limiting the
o

ration of the alpha pressure gradient to the background pressure

gradient weakens the effect of the alpha particles. Finally, keep-

ing the background electron temperature T below some raaxiram value

is desirable. In fact, for T < 20 keV, increased access between

first and second stable regions is possible. On the other hand,

increasing destabilization with rising T

control in thermally unstable ignited plasma.

increasing destabilization with rising T may be useful for burn

Since the deeply trapped portion of the alpha particle distribution

plays an important role in the destabilization, this part could be

depleted by adding a small amount of ripple in the toroidal field.

Of course, there would be a trade-off between the adverse effects on

the alpha energy balance and the possibility of improving the

ballooning beta limit. The' possible consequences of a destabilizing

influence of alpha particles on the ballooning stability could be a

deterioration of the plasma beta limit and an enhanced loss of the

alpha component before therraalizing. Quantitative analysis of the

problem is necessary for the next-generat ion of tokamak experiments.

The goal of such an analysis would be to develop realistic models

for delineating unstable parameter regimes that should be avoided

for burning plasma devices and, ultimately, for carrying out optimi-

zation studies to enlarge the stable window of operation.
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Alpha particle driven fishbone oscillations

The fishbone instability induced by energetic alpha particles can be

expected to appear in tokamaks of the JET or NET size due to low
_3

threshold beta values which are typically of order 0 ~ 10

Fishbone oscillations would limit the trapped particle P on average

to the threshold value, p . , thereby causing significant losses
ctcrit

of energetic alpha particles.

Other MHD modes, besides the internal kink mode, which have been

considered as candidates for fishbone-like instabilities in toka-

maks, are ballooning modes, resistive interchange-ballooning nodes,

and global Alfvén modes. The excitation of global Alfvén modes seem

to be of particular importance since a simple estimate of the trans-

port indicates that the instability may produce anomalous fast alpha
5 2

particle diffusion with D ~ 10 cm /s. However, further study is

needed in order to determine more accurately the particle loss

rate.

Alpha particle current generation

On theoretical grounds, it has been found that most of the proposed

active methods for non-inductive current drive involving alpha par-

ticles are marginal for reactor applications because of low current

drive efficiency. Nevertheless, the suggestion of alpha particle

current drive based on a selective trapping and detrapping of

plasmas by RF waves deserves study.

Even the outlook for passive methods for alpha particle current

drive, which rely on inherent processes only, Is rather poor because

the resulting currents are too small. However, a proposal that an

alpha particle current existing on the magnetic axis could act as a

"seed current" for the neoclassical "bootstrap current" merits a

careful study in order to assess its potential.
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We have also proposed a method for alpha particle current drive

which is based on the interaction with alpha particles on the

tokamak midplane to the inside of the axis by introducing toroidal

field ripple in this region. This method does not require any

power to be put in and seems to be able to give rise to a current

which would be in the same direction as the total plasma current.

Information on alpha particle behaviour inferred from high energy

ions having similar charge to mass ratio

Litte direct information on alpha particle behaviour in a fusion

plasma exists at present. This is partly due to the high tempera-

tures needed for DT fusion reactions but also to the radiological

hazard associated with the tritium fuel component and the neutron

induced radioactivity. However, it has been suggested that in-

direct, but relevant, information on the confinement and slowing

down of high energy alpha particles can be obtained by using ICRF

heating of, e.g. a He minority component in a plasma to simulate

the alpha particle slowing down distribution or from investigations

of the confinement and/or secondary burn-up during slowing down of

other high energy charged fusion products.

ICRH induced distributions similar to the alpha particle slowing

down distribution seem possible to obtain by suitable tailoring of

physical parameters. However, significant differences cannot be

avoided particularly with respect to pitch angle dependence and high

energy cut-off.

Measurements of triton burn-up in PLT, PDX, and FT, indicate a tri-

ton slowing down and confinement which is consistent with classical

orbit calculations except possibly in situations characterized by

high MHD activity in which case significantly increased losses are

observed.
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Alpha particle diagnostics

At the moment, it seems rather unrealistic to have as a goal for the

NET-generation of tokamaks a detailed measurement of the complete

alpha distribution function. Instead, there is a need to clearly

define the minimum level of diagnostic information acceptable.

For escaping alphas, it appears that the technology is much more

straightforward. A combination of the scintillation detector tech-

nique with the geometrical set up used in the track detection tech-

nique would seem ideal. For confined alphas, the diagnostic problem

is much more difficult. Although the charge-exchange methods with

beams has the potential of giving time- and phase-space resolved

measurements, the time, cost and manpower requirements for such a

task are probably prohibitive for the near-term future. It appears

that an ideal would be to probe the lower energy end of the alpha

distribution by the well-proven technique of single charge-exchange

recombination spectroscopy using the heating beams. This could be

combined with, e.g. the large-angle Thomson scattering method to get

an idea of the higher energy tails of the distribution. Installing

a broadband ICRF receiving antenna also seems to be a cost-effective

way to get further diagnostic information as well as to be able to

detect various instabilities.


